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ZIMBABWE: TOWARDS THE END OF
AN ERA?
THE 1996 Zimbabwean Presidential
mere

Elections amount to a

formality; Robert Mugabe is in for another 6 years. As

contemporary politics would have it, the issue at stake has been
more about retention of office than anything else, a tendency

pronounced if also because Mugabe’s two opponents sought
the position for the sake of it.
Yet it is a travesty to speak of an opposition-, an outright
mockery, not only for the two gentlemen of yestcr politics, but
also for the Zimbabwean electorate as a whole. Otherwise, this
was an election campaign less about an election than a
demonstration of the ZANU-PF party machinery at work, not
least its Presidium as Mugabe, Nkomo, Muzenda and Msika
trudged and traversed the various provinces of the country. All
said and done, can this be the finale of the Founding Fathers,
the end of an era in Zimbabwean politics?

so

thought is hardly comforting, the feeling of profound
insecurity about the future hardly repressible. For what we arc
witnessing in Zimbabwe is yet another illustration of the
inherent incapacity of the post-colonial state to create a viable
line of succession of leaders. The nation would be most
comforted if there were the slightest indications that the old
men had sat down to ponder on such important questions
instead of conveying the impression that they are here forever.
The unity so attained between the two Parties that brought us
to National Independence can be so sadly illusory if nascent
leadership struggles—within and between the Parties concerned
arc not carefully mediated through formal structures that
specify how each region and/or province can throw up
candidates into the national pool. Of course, that is assuming
that the Parties of Liberation will for the foreseeable future
The

—

enjoy such legitimacy. But whatever the case, Zimbabwe must
quickly evolve apolitical system through which it can reproduce

de-provincialised and dc-villagised.
begin this process of revitalisation. It
will have to begin with a re-examination of the Constitution of
Zimbabwe. Most critics of the latter point at such "impurities”
as those which relate to the electoral process, gender and the
lack of a provision that limits the terms of office for the
Presidency. But there are many other aspects about which the
Constitution of Zimbabwe lags behind those of neighbouring
countries. More important, however, is that the process of reexamining and revising the Constitution might provide an
opportunity for genuine interaction across the nation, a National
Conference towards rejuvenation and revitalisation for the
twenty-first ccntury.B

national leaders,

It cannot be too late to
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As

elei^es presidenciais de 1996 no Zimbabwe rcduzenfese
fomralidade; Robert Mugabe eslara no cargo por

numa inera

mais scis

anos.

Tal

dita

como o

a

poirtica contcmporanca, ;ii;

quesiao temsido maissbbrc a retengäpdopoderdoque qualquer:

outracoisa, unia tendencia taopronuneiada se tambemporqueos
dois oponentes de Mugabe
se candidatarcra.

candidataram-se so pata o prazer dc

Mas c ridiculo falar de umaopoA'ifffo; um

autentico gozo, niio
fwlflica do passado,: ifias também
para todoo eleitorado zimbabweano. De outro niodo, esta é uma
campanha eleitorab menos sobre eleiyoes do quo uma
demonstragäo do poder da maquina do partido ZANU-PP, nao
menososeu presidium, a medidaque Mugabe, Nkomo, Muzenda
e Msika vao atravessando as vdrias provfncias do pafs. Tudo dito
c teito, podera esta .ser a final dos pais da nayäo, o Tim de uma
era polftica no Zimbabwe?::
O pensaniento é mcnos confoftdycl, q sentimento de uma
profunda inseguran^a quanto ao futuro tao irepressivel. Pois o
que estanios a testemunhar no Zimbabwe é mais uma ilusiragäo
da inerentc incapacidade do estado pqs-colonial de criar uma
polftica vidvel de suce.ssdo dos lideres. A na^ao estaria mais
confortada se houvesse a minima indicagao deque os anciaos
tenham ponderadosobre tais importantes questöés em vcz de nos
darem a linpressao de qhe e!?täo aqui para sempre. A unidade
alcangada entre os dois partidos que no.S trouxeram a
independcncia nacional podera ser tristemente ilusdria se as
lutas pclo poder que se estao a formar -q- dentro e entre os
partidos em questao •^ naO Ibreni cuidadosamente niediadas
através de estruluras formais que espccifiquem as mrxialidades:
atraves das: quais cada regiao e/ou provmcia pode lan^ar
candidatos para os diversos cargos de;dirccqäo.;Claro que, tal é
na
presun9äo de que os partidos da liberta^ao cqntinuarao num
futuro proximo a gozar de tal legilimidade. Mas seja qua! för o

so

para os dois ctivalhcifb.s da

Zimbabwe deve rapidamente por em pratica um sistema
politico através do qual o pais ptxlera no futuro reprodiizirh'deres

caso, 0

dcsprovincializados e déstildéiados.
Näo sérd muito tardc iniciar este processo de revitalizacäo. Ele
terä de comegar com uma

re-examinagao da Gonstituigao do

Zimbabwe. Muitosdoscnlicosdcsta apontarn para taiseimpurezas”
tais

como

aquclas que se relacionam com o processo elcitoral,
género e a falta de uma cldusulai que li mite os

questoes de

mandates doPresidente. Mas hamuitosoutrosaspectosacercados

quais a Gonqituic'ao do Zimbabwe esta muilo atras daquclas que
se eiicontram em vigor nos pafses vizinhos. O maiS: importante,
contudo, é que o processo de revexaminacaO: e revisao da

Constitui9äo constitua uma oportunidadc para uma interaegäo
genuina em toda a nagao, uma Conferencia Nacional QommsXa
ao rcjuvenascimento e a revitaliza^So para o sécUlo 21 :■
3
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entrusted to the capitalist entrepreneurs.
Private

Flame, by Olley Maruma (.SAPEM, Vol. 9
No. 5, February 1996), is a classical

enterprise is less driven by a
to service the public than by
the burning desire to see profits. When a
private company sees that it is not
making money out of a rail line that was
built by the state to service other
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no

case

The bottom line is, let the film be
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victim.

is the

also free to choose socialism. The

they have ripped from that
system is that Cuba can even afford the
luxury of sending 150 medical doctors to
go and assist a more developed country
such as South Africa, which inspite of its
capitalistic system has failed to deliver
health services to the majority of its own
people.

landmines iSAPEM.
February 1996) was a
shocking revelation of the extent of the
problem In our societies. The fact that
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"seeds of death" only shows that
anyone of us is potentially a landmine

of the unfortunate events of the

time of the liberation

chosen capitalism, Castro and his people
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use

producers of Flame have
misrepresented a few aspects of fhe
liberation war (such as building military
camps with grass instead of bamboo
reeds) is quite immaterial.

are

Your Cover Story on

responsible for such
power and want
their positions to impede that

irregularities are now in

That the

enjoy. Just as the American people have

LANDMINES

Some of those

to

come

in

any guerrilla movement which would
not be accepted in any normal situation.

have refused to

Choosing to be different is an
inalienable right that all peoples must
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number of things that take place

flights and many other acts of
provocation are themselves a result of
the fact that successive US governments
fact that Cuba, as a

1^1 "

Because of the absence of a judiciary

incident

Cuban exiles in Florida.

eds

involving them to decide on the final
product would be quite unacceptable.

aircraft off the coast of Cuba, the
number of similar

Mines

without consulting the freedom fighters

themselves tor purposes of research,

Although one might regret the loss of
lives in the recent downing of two light
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on

the

production of the film

negation of the freedom of creation

economic sectors that lie
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and of expression that is inherent in any

inevitable decision will be to

It is ironic that a

democratic system,

the line. And there will be no other private

country that proclaims

itself to be the leader of the free world

could behave in such

a

contradicts the very same
of its

own

existence.

way that
foundation

Maruma

suggests that anyone who
produce a film about the
liberation struggle should involve those
who took part in that struggle. While it
wants to

along it, its
just close

investor who will want to take

on

a

venture that is known to be a loss-making.
Sheila

Mungadi

Durban

South Africa
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OR THE second time in less than
a

ZIMBABWE

Zimbabweans get ready
return to the polls on March

year,

to

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS:

16-17, this time round to elect their
President.

AN ASSURED VICTORY

But unlike in otheremcrging democracies

in Africa,

where election-time has been

the opportunity
chose their
representatives and leaders,
apathy has been the main feature
characterising elections in
Zimbabwe, particularly amongst
the urban population, where the
taken by voters as

has rendered Zimbabwean elections such

massively

to

“non events”?

Some analysts, particularly those not so
sympathetic to the ruling party, will argue
that Zanu-PF, being the country’s dominant
political party, has instituted a system
designed to ensure its hegemony in the
Zimbabwean political equation for many
years to come. Chief among them are the
laws governing elections in Zimbabwe.

bulk of the “informal opposition”
is found.
A pattern

has been set in which

the winner of an election is known
even

“There has been

before the campaign gets

underway. So, as election
draws closer, there is very

time
little

Mugabe will continue to rule the
country for another six-year term.
It is not therefore, a question of
on

the basis of

Administration.
One of the most controversial issues is the

Constitutional

a

Under such

to most

incumbent President has Constitutional

the act of a
to

dissolve parliament, analysts

powers to

some

of his senior ministers

higher turnout is all he needs
cross over constituency boundaries. And of
those who could vote, only 57 percent did
bother to go to the polls.

a

The situation has been getting worse every

desperate politician attempting

five years since the 1980 elections, when
Zimbabweans voted massively toend White

areas

convince the electorate that he is the best

candidate they

minority rule. In by-elections, the highest

President

should vote for, butcertainly.
Mugabe and his Zimbabwe

turnout ever

African National Union-Patriotic Front

1994, when 27 percent of the total of46 000

(Zanu-PF) are aware that a higher turnout
would give him more credibility and

eligible voters participated in the Chipinge
South constituency, in eastern Manicaland
province, a stronghold of the opposition
Zanu-Ndonga, led by veteran politician
Ndabaningi Sithole. Sithole and the retired
Methodist Bishop Abel Muzorewa, of the

legitimacy.
In the last

parliamentary elections held
April 1995, only 66 of the 120 eligible
seats were open for election, as the rest
were automatically won by the ruling party,
after the opposition failed to Held candidates
in

the Electoral Law does not allow voters to
Sapem March, 1996

recorded

was

in December

(UP) are the other candidates
forthcoming Presidential elections.

United Parties
in the

Free and Unfair?

in the other constituencies. That meant that

only 2,6 million of the more than 4,8 million
registered voters could cast their votes, as

argue, the implication is that the President
who remains in office when the

—

PIC: T. DEVE/SAPEM

in Zimbabwe. It is not

rural

a

is six years,

while parliament has a
five-year tenure. In a situation where the
term

itself.

Presidents and

provision which separates
parliamentary elections.
provision, the President’s

Presidential and

plausible electoral manifesto, as
the curiosity of most observers
liesonly inseeingby what margin
the voter apathy will manifest
Returning from his annual leave
at the beginning of February,
President Mugabe revisited his
Mugabe:
closets to pick up his war-time
safari suits to begin in earnest his electoral
campaign that has taken him, his two Vice-

meaningful change to

legal framework which governs the
electoral process in Zimbabwe,” says Dr.
John Makumbe, of the University of
Zimbabwe’s department of Public

doubt that President Robert

who will win

no

the

I

variably, the question that has been
posed by academics. Journalists and
political analysts is, what is it that
n

parliamentary elections arc held — can
dissolve parliament if his party loses the
parliamentary elections.
This raises other practical issues. The
Constitution of Zimbabwe requires that
members of the Cabinet, who are Presidential

nominees, must also be members of

parliament. If hypothetically a President
who is not of the majority party in parliament
is elected, he will be forced to work with a

cabinet which is
There is also

not

of his

own

party.

provision that allows the
President to appoint 30 members of
parliament in addition to the 120 elected
members. Of the 30 seats, eight are reserved
for provincial governors, 12 for individual
members of society, and 10 for traditional
chiefs. Independent lawyers contend that
the provision was originally meant to allow
the President

non-partisan

minority

a

—

—

who

was

conceived to be

to nominate members of

groups to

be represented in

parliament.
5
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When the Constitution

altered in

Constitution, with itsoverwhelmingpowers
vested in the President, was modified to suit
a one-party state, at a time when Zanu-PF

political scene is not accidental. The 1987
unity accord, which brought together the
old Zanu-PF and its liberation war
allyonce-turned-foc, Zapu-PF led by Joshua
Nkomo, effectively removed any potential
for a meaningful challenge to the ruling
party, as Zapu-PF had been the major
opposition party. It has also removed
Nkomo’s popularity in the Matabcleland
region, where because of the dissident war

campaigning vigorously to institute

between 1982 and 1987, and the ruthless

Persistent allegations of electoral frauds

response of the government forces against
the local civilian population, President

the

was

1987, providing for an executive President,
this

provision

left intact. Opposition
ruling party of
abusing it mainly to accommodate cabinet
members who may lose elections.
was

leaders have accused the

Others

was

contend

that

the

present

that system

of government. It has so
after the ruling party, under
pressure from the citizenry — and perhaps
largerly from donors — was forced to
maintain the multiparty system inherited at

drought-prone,

independence.

in

remained

even

Another cen tral i ssue i s i n the organ isation
of the elections themselves. Accusations

have been leveled

Mugabe had become

a

been revealed that the voters roll for the

resident.

to

the roll

used for the

April 1995

parliamentary elections. In addition, an
exercise recently carried out on the voters
roll has revealed that between January
1979 and August 1995 more than 500 000
of the registered voters had been reported
dead, but that only over a 100 000 had been

of the beneficiaries of this scheme
of the

not aware

origins of the support they

“Most

large chunk of the country’s financial
resources.

On the basis of the Political Parties

thoroughly investigated by

opposition, although some elections
officials have privately conceded that the
electoral process is riddled with

irregularities.
One such irregularity
when

came to the fore
former member of Zanu-PF,

a

Margaret Dongo, whostCKrd as independent
in 1995, legally challenged her defeat in the
Harare South constituency on the basis that
more than 200
people resident outside her
constituency and up to 600 others whose

a re-

Zanu-PF and President

Opposition
it would

ut

B

be

an

exag-

geration

to
attribute the opposition’s inability to

place itself on the
country’s political map
on the strength of ZanuPF

alone.

Most

digging their

own

with internal
squabbles and poor
leadership which have

areas

where

Mugabe draw

most

J

names

in

their

policy

frameworks and

a

glaring failure to
organise. Most of them

addition, the

remain in hibernation

pol i tics of i ncumbency pri vileges the ruli ng
party to utilise state property, personnel and
time in the electoral campaigns.
B ut Zanu-PF’s dominance of the country ’ s

for most of the time,

only to surface
eve

on

the

of elections and

disappear

soon

did

not

been allowed

appear on

to vote.

“Cases such

the voters roll had

The

that

he

multiplied
by the 120 constituencies throughout the
as

can
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been

not

run.

resulted

than US$3,5 million. In

have

free and fair elections.

resident. In fact it is in the rural

minimum of 15 seats in

more

to ensure

as

were

Finance Act which allows any party with a

parliament to benefit
from state funding, Zanu-PF, being the only
party which meets that requirement, is
assured of an annual capital injection of

so

allegations

Zimbabwe have been

a

already rigged the elections or that
field levelled

there is need to have the playing

proved in court and the Judge ordered

opposition parties in

challenged for as
ruling party continues to benefit from

numberof them have failed their

people in the rural Matabeleland
drought relief comes from
Mugabe’s personal savings,” says one
believe that the

also maintain that Zanu-PF’s
will not be

are

receive.

gazetted for removal from the roll.
Many in the opposition and civil society

hegemony
long as the

PF has

mainly survived on food
handouts provided by the government, which

most

a

supporters by systematically boycotting
elections either on the grounds that Zanu-

years

of their support and
where most voters are

forthcoming Presidential elections has
increased by over 80 000 people compared

In fact,
own

generally

levies 5 percent on all taxable salaries for
that purpose. But either by design or accident,

they lack credible
regular congresses and

personal property.

most of its inhabitants have

against the ruling party,
that it has stocked the office of the Registrar
General, which is responsible for the conduct
of elections, with its own supporters in
order to rig the elections. “The electoral
machinery should be changed so that
independent parties should also participate
so as to ensure that no
cheating is being
done,” says Ndabaningi Sithole.
To complicate matters, there has been no
satisfactory voters roll. For example, it has

most ca.ses,

their leaders have often treated them as their

pariah.

Because Matabeleland is
recent

after. In

structures elected at
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competitive rates.
No job is too big or loo small.
a
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The Production

338 Herbert

Manager
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would exceed

genuine concern over the possibility of a
leadership void would want the issue to be
debated openly, others — perhaps more
closer to the President
believe raising it
would be tantamount to passing a vote of no
confidence in the party leader.

The failure to resolve the land issue has

Those who oppose any debate on the
succession issue are also of the view that,

country,” said one official involved in
organising the 1995 parliamentary elections.
Muzorewa, who is standing in the

hectares of land in the high yield natural
regions I-III, approximately 1,6 million

Presidential elections, had led his party to

programme was to be properly effected in
this unused land, the bank argues, the number

boycott the 1995 elections. By so doing,
Muzorewa is certainly placing Ifhnself

for the chances of winning
a few seats in parliament as a political party
would have seemed higher than him as an
individual, facing a far more powerful
above his party,

candidate
In

as

Mugabe.

hectares are underutilised. If the resettlement

of permanent jobs thus created
130 000.

abject urban poverty, as desperate
poor peasants Hock into the urban centres in
search of the elusive employment.

resulted in

Succession

January, a group of opposition parties,

including the Democratic Party and the
Movement for Popular Democracy
announced their decision to boycott the
Presidential elections. Edgar Tekere, a
former Zanu-PF secretary-general and now
leader of the opposition Zimbabwe Unity
Movement(ZUM) whoin 1990 challenged
President Mugabe is not standing, nor is the
leader of the Forum Party of Zimbabwe
(FPZ) Enock Dumbutshena, who served in
Mugabe’s government as the first postindependent Black Chief Justice.
The absence of a credible opposition can
be desxribed as a disservice to

the country,

n

issue that has been

a

subject of

keeping in line with the democratic
principles, any succession must be done
through an election, and not through an
autocratic and paternalistic process through
which the President hand-picks a successor
choice. While the debate rages,

intense debate in Zimbabwe is

of his

the succession of President

Mugabe seems to be playing his cards close

Mugabe. Now at 72, Mugabe is not likely to
stand

—

for re-election

in 2002, and

eager to see an orderly
succession in Zanu-PF, particularly in the

Zimbabweans

are

to

own

his ehest.
A view held

debate

on

by many is that, an open
the issue has been stifled by the

face of the fact that his two Vice-Presidents,

politics of patronage, nepotism and
sycophancy that seem to prevail within

Simon Muzenda and Joshua Nkomo are

Zanu-PF,

even

older than him. When asked in 1995

likely successor, the President —
rightly perhaps — responded that the most
he could do was help bring young people
into the government. “It is not my job to

about his

as

those who dare challenge the

quality of President Mugabe’s leadership
risk stigmatisation and accusations of being
ambitious by those who believe they stand
to benefit ifthe status quo is maintained. So,
it is

no

wonder that the issue of succession

has found it.self

being relegated to the

ruling party, confident of repeated
victory at the polls, can become more
arrogant, complacent and corrupt.
But winning elections is not all that
President Mugabe and Zanu-PF should
want. Most of the country remains locked

groom anyone,” he said.
While President Mugabe may

be justil ied
position, many are frightened by the
prospects that, in the absence of a clearly
defined policy of contesting for the top
leadership posts in Zanu-PF, the battle for

confines of privatedi.scussions,

in his

who consider themselves to be Presidential

in poverty even as business flourishes in
urban areas, particularly Harare, where the

succession could be fierce, divisive and

destructive.

Economic Structural Adjustment
Programme (ESAP) has opened many
opportunities to foreign businessmen who,

in November 1994 and

perhaps a reflection of that
simmering power struggle that has
been at the centre of the growing
ineideneeoffactionalism in therulingparty.
Until very recently, Masvingo province
was rocked by a public wrangle between
one faction which pleaded its loyalty to the
President, and another, which challenged
the President’s authority in the region.

as

the

present

less concerned with the

welfare of the

average Zimbabwean, throng the
in search of the promised wealth.

country

There

were

attempts at the party congress

during the national

conference in December 1995 by some

iniluential members of the party to
issue of succession debated, but
occasions it did not

even

have the

on both
reach the high

legal affairs secretary,
Zvobgo, was then quoted hy the

question, which has been at the
epicentre of the country’s political agenda
since independence, remains largely
unresolved, while revelations of land
acquired for resettlement purposes being
given to top government bureaucrats have
undennined the government’s commitment
to resolve the land issue, inspite of President
Mugabe’s repeated campaign promises that
his government will deliver the land to the

table. Zanu-PF’s

people.

of the 1994 party congress resolutions.
The question of who shall succeed Mugabe

The land

This

seems to

be less the result of an

absolute land shortage in the country, than
the government’s apparent hesitation to

resolve the issue.
study, the World Bank
of the nearly 6 million

take bold steps to
In

a

recent

concluded that
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local media

for

a

well

saying that a resolution calling
defined policy on leadership

material

while those

(particularly in the politburo) have

a wait-and-see attitude.
Factionalism and the Test of Stability

adopted
t

is

constituency,
Margaret Dongo, a veteran member of the
In the Harare South

party,

decided to stand

she felt she

as an

independent,

being victimised by

succession had not been debated because no

as

delegate had raised it.

senior members of the party

Joseph
Msikaoffered adifferentcxplanation, noting
that the issue was ever brought forward, but
However, national chairman

could not be discussed because was not part

has been

contentious, especially in the

party’s inner cabinet, the politburo, which
clearly remains divided on the issue. While
some members of the party leadership, either
out

of their

own

ambition

or as a

result of a

was

close to
Mugabe.
In the recently held mayoral elections in
the eastern city of Mutare, Lawrence
Mudehwe was elected on an independent
ticket, after the politburo — against the
wishes of the majority of the city residents
imposed John Mvundhura, a former
diplomat, as the party candidate.
Mugabe’s problems do not end in the
party. Top civil servants, specially those in
strategic parastatals, have occasionally acted
—

7
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against the President’s directives. The

telecommunications services, point toastrong

President’s

evidence that Mugabe is presiding over a
factionalised administration, with strong

recent

outbursts that the

managing director of a state
had defied his orders not to sell

corporation
some

of the

company shares are just an indication of how
far some of the President’s close advisers are

prepared to challenge his wisdom. More

so,

the fact that the official in

question remains in
office, is symptomatic of an absence of
consensus within the government on the issue.
In another incident, the country’s Grain
MaiketingBoard (GMB), against government
ordere, went ahead and sold maizeat a moment
when the countiy

is still reeling under the
effects of the two past droughts. Maize is
Zimbabwe’s staple food, and a shortage of the
grain in the country can cause a highly
explosive political situation.
These developments, coupled with the
speculation that high ranking government
officials had encouraged and actively
supported a private company to challenge the
government in court over the Constitutional
merit of the state monopoly in the provision of

factions
To

challenging the his leadership.
keep these factions together will be

Mugabe’s greatest test as he preptires to steer
the country into the 21st Century. Another
challenge for the President and his party will
be to maintain the political stability thecountry
has enjoyed over the past 16 years. Serious
problems might be caused by the current
World Bank/IMF backed economic reforms
that have

negatively affected the most
vulnerable segments of society.
If the spateof violent incidents thatengulfed
Zi mbabwe towards the end of 1995 is any thi ng
to

go by,

long-term stability cannot be taken as

given.

The allegations were initially greeted with
somedegrceofeynitism by those who believed
that the governmehtwanted todiscredit Sithole,

thereby diminishing his chances in the
Presidential race. But in a nationally televised
interview during his Presidential campaign,
Sithole came short of admitting his association
with the Chimwenje. “Political demands are
their desire,” Sithole said.
In November,

policeman fatally shot two
people when trying to apprehend a gang of
thieves who had stolen equipment from a
nearby shop in central Harare. An angry crowd
reacted violently, setting government vehicles
on

fire.

A week later,

demonstration

against the
killings by student,s, human rights groups,
and

In

a

a

a

plethora of opposition politicians

October, five people — including
Ndabaningi Sithole—were arrested on charges

culminated in the worst violence
witnessed in Harare, with

police firing

of con.spiring to assassinate President Mugabe.

teargas, while criminals set

on

It is further alleged that they arc associated with
an armed group of Zimbabwean dissidents
based in Mozambique, the Chimwenje (torch).

ever

fire eight
expensive
goods from the surrounding shops and even
the people’s fiea market.B
government vehicles and looted

THE COST OF GOVERNMENT VICES
A. Gumende

T

HE

DESIRE

to

unemployment

solve

the

formal

employment between 10 000 and

crisis

in

15 (XX)

new

Zimbabwe drove the Zanu-PF

entrants

per annum.
Macroeconomic Stability

50 percent

government to swallow a bitter pill and

t

adopt market driven economic reforms.

unemployment stands at its
highest level since the country’s
to independence in 1980, when

But for the hundreds of thousands of

job-seekers in the country it has been a
long wait for employment opportunities.
When University students rioted,
destroyed property and looted shops in
Harare last year, the government
conveniently cast the blame on human rights
organisations which sponsored the protest
march. But some analysts viewed the
incident as the shape of things to come, as
the swelling masses of unemployed youth
turn to what they called “destructive

accession

over

presently,

only an estimated 20percent of the workforce
was unemployed. Donors and local
analysts
alike agree that the blame lies squarely on
the

government’s shoulders: thus far it has

failed to create an environment conducive to

higher levels of investment in the economy.
Continued

on

page

10

behaviour,”
The most quoted statisticon

the weakness
that of the
graduates
who end up roaming the streets for lack of
employment opportunities. It is estimated
that up to 300 (XX)graduates leave the school
system to enter an economy which, up to
now, has only been able to accommodate in
of the Zimbabwean economy is
education system churning out

8

Job seekers in Harare:

more are

coming, but the jobs

are

shrinking
Sapem March, 1996
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When ihe reforms were launched in 1991,

the government unveiled an ambitious plan
summarised in its blueprint for the reform

programme, known as the Framework for
Economic Reform. Under the programme,
the government set out

to liberalise the

economy and create astablc macroeconomic

environment which would encourage
investment and stimulate growth. Major
strides

were

made in the removal of

through the
lifting of controls, but what is regarded as
bottlenecks in the economy

the “core failure” of the programme came

government’s inability
stability.
During the first five years, the budget

in the form of the

achieve macroeconomic

to

deficit

was

set

decline from the

to

equivalent of 10 percent ofGross Domestic
Product (GDP) to 5 percent, the 189 (X)0
strong civil service was to be reduced by
25 percent, government spending as a share
of GDP would decrease from 44 percent to

somewhere below 38 percent

and taxes

from 35

to

33 percent of GDP, thus freeing
be invested in the production

resources to

and

provision of goods and services.
phase
of the programme shows that most
macroeconomic targets were missed by
wide margins. By last year, only 18 000
Jobs had been abolished in the civil
service, against the 50 000 planned, the
budget deficit out-turn was the equivalent
of 13 percent of GDP, and high inflation
rates have prompted a restrictive
monetary policy which has pushed up
interest rates, forcing many companies
The out-turn at the end of the first

to

local

analysts, the IMF wanted the budget
limited to
US$3,3 billion, roughly 7 percent of GDP,

deficit before grants to be
and it

was not

amused with the out-turn

which, at US$6,3 billion,

was

double the

agreed limits.
Investment

espite the considerable inflow of
foreign investment, economic
growth has been modest, about
5 percent in non drought years, a level
which is said to increase employment levels
by between 2 and 3 percent. Statistics
released by the Zimbabwe Investment
Centre (ZIC) show that since 1990, a total

the wall.
In

September 1995, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) finally lost its
and
suspended
the
patience
disbursement of the US$60 million third
tranche of Balance of Payments support
under
the
Enhanced
Structural

Adjustment Facility (ESAF), pending
expenditure adjustments. According to

of US$2.5 billion
country,

was

invested in the

resulting in the creation of 51 000

jobs.
The high interest rates which have
stubbornly stayed above the 25 percent
level, pushed by inflation and the
government’s high borrowing, have hit
Continued on Page 12
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ECONOMIC PROFILE OF ZIMBABWE
Year

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

14.615

19.339

23.535

31.090

39.773

2.2

3.2

-5.8

0.9

7.4
10.94

1995

1996

A. ECONOMIC INDICATORS
GDP At Factor Cost, Z$bn
Real GDP

growth, %

Population, (in millions)

9.37

9.60

10.40

10.60

Consumer Price Inflation, %

17.7

23.3

42.1

27.6

22.2

1.748

1.694

1.528

1.609

1.909

2.000

2.150*

1.505

1.646

1.782

1.487

1.679

1.770

1.880*

-120

-110*

8.580

10.200*

22.5*

B. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Exports fob, US$bn
Imports fob, US$bn
US$m

Current Account,

-147

-460

-605

-116

-77

222.2

432.0

405.3

149.2

149.7

US$bn

3.246

3.436

4.005

4.168

Total Debt-service Ratio, %

23.1

27.2

32.5

32.3

2.452

3.621

5.098

6.483

8.152

Reserves

Excluding Gold, US$m

Total External Debt,

Exchange Rate (Average), Z$ : US$

C. PRODUCTION INDICATORS
Volume of

mining production

107.7

108.9

107.0

104.4

112.9

Volume of

Manufacturing

138.1

143.0

129.9

119.3

130.7

D. ORIGINS OF

% of Total

GDP, 1994

E. COMPONENTS OF

GDP, 1990

% of Total
52.3

Consumption

Manufacturing

22.9

Private

Agriculture and forestry

13.6

Exports of Goods and Senrices

29.4

10.7

Public

23.7

Distribution, Hotels and Restaurants

Consumption

Public Administration

9.6

Gross Domestic Fixed Investment

Mining and Quarrying

7.2

Change in Stocks

Transport and Communications

6.1

29.9

Other

Cost,

F. PRINCIPAL

EXPORTS, 1993

US$m

Tobacco

371

Gold

237

Ferro-Alloys

97

Nickel

55

H. MAIN DESTINATION OF

16.7

UK

11.7

7.8

Japan

7.7

Germany

5.9

* estimate

Sources:

The Economist
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Imports of Goods and Sen/ices

-28.7

GDP at Market Prices

100.0

G. PRINCIPAL

IMPORTS, 1993

US$m

Machinery and Transport Equipment

638

Petroieum Products and

266

Electricity

Manufactures

266

Chemicals

253

I. MAIN ORIGINS OF

EXPORTS, 1994 % of Total

South Africa

Note:

3.7

100.0

GDP At Factor

USA

19.6

South Africa

IMPORTS, 1994 % of Total
38.0

Argentina

8.8

UK

5.2

USA

5.1

Japan

5.0

Intelligence Unit Country Report 1995 and Country Profiie 1994/95.
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hard, preventing local firms from competing

swelling

equal footing with cheap imports and
resulting in factory closures and job losses.
The high cost of borrowing has not spared
the government too, and is now threatening
to place the country in a debt trap: one in
every four dollars in the budget now going
towards debt servicing.

may be on the verge of becoming a desUuctive
force. “We can already see signs of apotential for

on

the

percent. Last year alone, manufacturing

previous

year.

Disillusioned

minimum pace of
13 percent per annum in order to
absorb population of school leavers who come
into the market every year. They warn that the
to

the delay

in appointing a substantive minister
replace Ariston Chambati, who
died in September last year. Asimilarsituation
had developed in the past, where the allimportant portfolio of trade and industry had
remained for more than a year without a
of finance to

substantive head.
President

indigenisation of the economy.
President Robert Mugabe, the anticipated

Mugabe’s opponents in the poll
faring any better. They concentrate on
attacking the policies of the incumbent
government while offering very little, if
anything, for a solution. Bishop Abel

winner of the Presidential race, has not

Muzorewa accused the Zanu-PF government

escaped this pitfall. During a campaign rally

of

now

are not

familiar rhetoric about the

too

campaigning on “cheap politicking and
evoking warmemories from the past while the
economy is left to rot.”
The major tragedy perhaps is not only that
the economy is not occupying its rightful
place in the ongoing electioneering debate,

in the town of Marondera, some 70 kilometres
east of Harare,

he took a swipe at the sponsors
of the economic reform programme, the World
Bank and the IMF, saying that his government

xperts say that the economy would
have

Perhaps more telling of the President’s
attitude towards the economy can be seen in

Leadership
country’s top leadership does
not appear to be prepared to
accord the issue the priority it
deserves. During the ongoing campaign
for the March 16-17 Presidential elections,
the issue of employment in particular, and the
economy, in general, have only merited
marginal references, often in the fomi of the

output declined by 14 percent in the first
nine months, with the biggest decline being

grow at

reserved the

right to review

of

some aspects

the programme with these financial

institutions

but that

because

they were ruining the country.
Analysts point out that the President’s
electioneering which may be read as lack of

»
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with

growth and
unemployment crisis.■

the

time^S.tkv>es are rxjrmaHy no» rick^ded m the
Sephfs PhD gi ants.

a

fri

of the candidates

exchange programme for research on the history of development

include:
^

none

come

gN-eo

and

will
help improve relations with the donors,
particularly if the fact that the government is
set to resume negotiations with the IMF in
April on the resumption of aid is taken into
not

account.

le

declined from 25 percent to 22

million achieved in the

unemployed becomes a flood of angry and

economy.
Uncommitted

manufacturing, the sector
which was supposed to spearhead the
reforms and earn foreign exchange, to GDP

registered in textiles which fell 60 percent.
The recent recovery in the price of minerals
such as gold may help boost export earnings
and will hope folly stop any furtherdeterioration
in the country’s balance of payments position:
preliminary estimates show that in 1995, the
overall balance of payments slumped by 6
percent toUS$ 198 million, against the US$211

commitment to the reform programme

disillusioned people,” tbe First Merchant Bank
wrote in its December quarterly analysis on the

Standard Chartered Bank estimates that

now

of disillusioned Job seekers

destmcti ve behaviour being taken as the river of

the share of the

has

masses

Rotteidara

POBox 1738,3000 DR Rotterdam
The NetbeiHands

PhD cerfficale.

EmaH, Bosrrwiirsephislhk euml.

felephone^31 10408 24 04. fax-»31 104524503
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MOZAMBIQUE

BURUNDI

OIL EXPLORATION

IN SEARCH OF A

give a 7 percent increase, and accused the
judge of acting irresponsibly.
In what appeared to be a show of
determination, most civil servants ignored
warnings by the government that they would
be sacked if they failed to turn up for work.

SOLUTION

SOUTH AFRICA

MAPUTO

The British multinational

—

corporation, Lonrho, has signed an
agreement with the government of
Mozambique for oil exploration in the
Rovuma basin in northern

The agreement,

signed

Mozambique.
on

February 19

by Mozambique’s deputy minister of
mineral resources and energy, Castigo
Langa, and Lonrho’s chief executive
Dieter Bock, follows two years of
negotiations, and will grant Lonrho a
of 30 000 square
kilometres in the northern provinces of

concession

area

Cabo-Delgado and Nampula, with an
additional optional area of 10 000 square
kilometres.

Through its subsidiary, Lonropet,

specifically established to conduct the
explorations, Lonrho will invest US$8
million in the first two years of the project,
which will

cover

ADDIS ABABA

DURBAN

measures

African defence minister Gen.

following three years, the project
involve the drilling of at least two
a

minimum cost of US$3 million

each. If after this
oil

period no occurrence of
is determined, further drilling

or

gas
will be conducted in the next two years.
If oil or gas are found, this will be

followed

production sharing
agreement in which the government takes
an 8 percent royalty on all sales of oil, and
5 percent on sales of gas.
The rest of the sales proceeds, after
paying for the running costs of the
operation, will be divided between the
government and Lonrho on a sliding
by

a

scale. However,
most

of the

will

go

increasing ethnic conflict.

Theconferencewasjointly chaired by the
Secretary General of the Organisation ot
AtiicanUnity,Salim AhmedSalim.andthe
United Nations

High Commissioner for
Refugees, Sadaka Ogata.
The aim of the

conference, which

was

also attended

by representatives from the
Union, was to increase

European
cooperation among the variety of regional
and international peace initiatives on
Burundi.

RWANDA
GUNMEN KILL

to Lonrho

Esso and Shell, but without

Further exploration

KIGALI

Unidentified gunmen

success.

activities were halted

war.
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—

The trial of former South

Magnus

March 4 in the Supreme
Court in Durban, on charges arising out of
the murder of 13 people in a township near
Malan began

on

the coastal city, in 1987.
Gen. Malan and his 19 co-defendants
accused of

are

training murder squads in

collaboration with the Zulu-based Inkhata
Freedom

Party (IFP) to kill supporters of the

African National Congress (ANC) and foment
civil

among the Black population to
prolong White rule in South Africa.
The IFP, a strong rival of the ANC and a
junior partner in the ANC-lcd Government
of National Unity (GNU), is led by chief
Mangosuthu Buthelezi, who is South
a

war

Africa’s home affairs minister.

killed

Thousands of

people died in township

twolocalgovernmentofficialsandtwoother

and hostel violence throughout the 1980s
and the early 1990s, in what many believe

civilians in the south of the country on

wasmanipulatedby theoldapartheidregime

—

the
night of February 26.
According to Radio Rwanda, the attackers
shot dead
in

a

i n order to divide Blacks and entrench White

minority rule,

local official, his wife and child

NIGERIA

Gikongoro region, while another local

official was killed further south. The attacks
took

CALL FOR RELEASE OF

from sanctuaries in

LAGOS

place near a forest where guerrillas
loyal to the fonner government of President
Juvenal Habyarimana are believed to operate

neighbouring Zaire and

POLITICAL PRISONERS
—

Leaders of the Roman

Catholic Church in

Burundi.

Nigeria have urged the
political prisoners in the country,
and denounced the military regime’s plans
for a three-year transition to democracy.
Astatement issued by thcCatholic Bishops’
Conference on March 3, said Nigeria had
release of all

ZAMBIA

in the initial stage

government’s profit share
as investment
recovery, before profits arc eventually
shared equitably.
Initial drilling in the area was done
15 years ago by a consortium formed
by the French and Dutch oil companies

by

coordinate
designed to resolve Buiundi s

GOVERNMENT OFHCIALS

In the

MALAN GOES ON TRIAL

Ababa at the end of February to

26 000 kilometres of

of seismic lines.

will

Representatives from

than 20 African nations met in Addis

more

aeromagnetic surveys, and 600 kilometres

wells at

—

CIVIL SERVANTS STRIKE
LUSAKA
on a

—

Civil servants in Zambia went

nation-wide strike which for most of

week

brought government operations to

a

a

virtual standstill.
The strikers

were

protesting against

a

government decision not to pay civil servants
a 45 percent pay rise which was awarded last
year by an industrial relations court. The
government said it was only prepared to

bccomeapariahstateandblamedthemilitary
rulers for the recent increase in violence in
the counUy.
The statement was the first mostoutspoken

by the infiucntial Catholic Church which
represents more than 14 percent of the
estimated population of 100 million
Nigerians.®
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

UNIONS SAY NO TO PRIVATISATION
Gift Siso

T

HE HONEYMOON between the

and

Congress of South African

dominant talk then

Trade Unions

nationalisation of

(Cosatu) and the

ANC-led Government of National

Unity
(GNU) turned sour recently when the
GNU announced its plans to privatise
some state corporations, including
Telkom, Mossgas, South African Airways
and the Airports Company.
Cosatu and the GNU have in the past been
kept together by the socialist principles
espoused by the ANC throughout the
liberation struggle against apartheid.
However, Cosatu now charges that since
coming to power in 1994, the ANC has
ditched its socialist
have

principles and seems to
fully embraced the capitalist ideology.

There was much hullabaloo in ANC circles
about redistribution of the

country’s wealth

resources once

it

power. The
about wholesale

came to

was

strategic industries and
mining concerns, in order to fund the
government’s Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP).
But when the ANC

was

voted into power

in 1994, all its revolutionary rhetoric
changed radically. It now seeks to fund the
RDP through sale of state enterprises which
had remained so throughout the apartheid
era, putting itself on a collision course with
its powerful ally, Cosatu. Analysts believe
that the ANC’s dramatic change of heart has
been greatly influenced by Western
governments’ huge promises of aid on
condition that the government embarked on
a large-scale process of privatisation.
But South Africa’s minister of posts.

Zimbabwe National
Youth

telecommunications and broadcasting, Pallo

Jordan, says his government’s position on
the

issue of

privatisation has been
“What the government is
about is restructuring the

misunderstood.
concerned
economy

in order to address the issues of

poverty and growth”, he said.
There has been
South

Africa

widely held belief in

a

that

the

wholesale

nationalisations that followed the attainment
of

political freedom were the cau.se for the
shaip economic decline in many African
countries.
This belief is so prevalent
amongst business people and politicians
alike even if confronted with the reality
that under apartheid. South Africa’s was
of the most state controlled economy
in the world. Cosatu maintains that socialist

one

policies still have

room

in the economy.
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION
organised inlo 19 alTiliales. However, one
of the companies earmarked for
privatisation, Telkom, has denied any
knowledge of the government plans to
privatise it. “What we have proposed with
government is that we obtain an equity
partner,” said a Telkom spokesperson.
“Telkom’s equity restructuring is a part
of a holistic strategy aimed at finding a
suitable partner or partners who can inject
funds, skills and technology into the
company’s
transformation,”
the
spokesperson said, adding that the process
of broadening ownership will be tightly
controlled and must have the permission of

and has condemned the

plans for
privatisation, saying that these will
result in a massive loss of jobs.
“Weeannot negotiate our members
out of jobs,” said Cunninghum
Ngeukana of the National Council of
Trade Unions (Nactu). “Any public
enterprise which goes ahead with
unilateral restructuring, with or
without government approval, will
face the wrath of our members,”
Cosatu said in

a

statement,

also cal led for a major national

which

strike

January 16, to protest against the
government’s plans. However, the
strike was suspended following an

on

the government.

With close

agreement with government on

to

assets

consultations with the trade unions.

Telkom is the

the result of concessions

Mbeki: “There is

a

lot to be done... ”

by the government,

including the
single largest union in the country, the
National Union of Mineworkers.
The government believes privatisation
will raise at least US,$ 137,4 billion, which
could then be used to fund the RDP. Cosatu

has also criticised the

government’s plans
the economy, saying that this

to open up
would lead todisaster. Government’s “blind

loyalty” to trade liberalisation would cause
collapse, Cosatu general
secretary Sam Shilowa said recently at a
rally in Durban, that marked Cosatu’s 10
years of existence.
“Many of you, comrades, are still yet to
lose your jobs because of this trade
liberalisation policy,” he said.
Cosatu president John Gomomo praised
South African workers for fighting apartheid
over the past decade and said the new
challenge was to struggle for economic
freedom. “Political freedom is meaningless
if it is not accompanied by economic freedom
and power,” Gomomo said.
the economy to

on

Cosatu

transform

to

confrontation

itself from

assisting the government

to

in its efforts to transform the RDP into
national

a

success.

“There is

a

lot to be done in the

area

of

to

theirdcvelopment,” he said, while calling
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allow the company

which include
additional 4 million
lines in the next four years, at the cost of
SARI6 billion.
The restructuring plan
the

provision of

an

years, a net profit of SARI 18 million.
This was inspite of an exceptional

deeision-making process, will continue to
be on the opposite camp. Cosatu emerged
in 1985, consolidating 33 unions of varying
organisational and political traditions.
Since then, Cosatu’s strength has grown
from 460 000 to

over

1,6 million members.

recorded in 1995 for the first time in four

contribution ofapproximatelySAR2 billion

paid to the pension fund and medical aid
fund liabilities of pensioners.
Attainment of a net profit over the years
has been inhibited by the mandatory
contributions to the pension fund.
SAA alone made a profit of SAR217
million compared to a loss the previous
year of SAR23 million. Spoornet made a
profit of SAR734 million (S AR576 million
the previous year), Portnet SARI 111
million

(SAR766 million), Petronet
(SAR149 million), Autonet
SAR20 million (SAR 17 million).
It is thc.se trends of growth in companies
owned by the state which have strengthened
the Unions’ease, by putting forward the
argument that there has been no loss-making
SARI 44 million

helping President Mandela’s government
rebuild the country. “Freedom will not have
been attained without this giant (Cosatu).

to

to

realise its development plans,

which unless is involved in the

movement,

appealed
pledge their commitment to

As the ANC, we gained a lot from the labour
unions — as much as we have contributed

restructuring exercise is

envisages the sale of20-30 percent of shares
to a “strategic partner”, with the state
retaining the majority shares.
Transnet, the holding company of South
Africa Airways, Spoornet and Portnet,

South African Vice-President Thabo
workers

Telkom says the
essential in order

reconstructing our country and Cosatu can
contribute immensely in that area too, as it
did in the liberation struggle,” Mbeki noted.
But the underlying problem is the fact
that the ANC’s acce.ssion to jxrwer has
effectively detached it from the labour

Mbeki, speaking at the same rally,
to

biggest single taxpayer in

treasury.

than a sombre realisation that it lacks support
from most of its affiliates,

employees, fixed

South Africa. In 1995 alone, the company
contributed SAR 700million to tbenational

But observers note that Cosatu’s
decision to call off the strike is less

60 000

of SAR1.‘5,4 billion, and an annual
turnover in excess of SAR9,9 billion,

January 11, that it will not take any
decision on privatisation without

Jordan: has his government's position
been misunderstood?

which would
state

warrant

cntcrprises.B

the

privatisation of

'
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ELUSIVE VOTERS
Square Yalemana
AMBIAN

voters

have

been

Z

apathetic to any cardinal electoral
democracy loses its meaning to
an ordinary person. Unfortunately, this
is what appears to be happening in
Zambia today and Fodep is concerned,”
are

conspicuous by their low turnout
to register for this year’s general
elections, thus posing a serious threat to
their newly acquired democracy.

process,

Registration of voters, which initially took
place from December 12, 1995 to January
10, 1996 could only record less than one

Rev. Sakala said.

expected to go to the
polls in October, for local, parliamentary

million, out of the estimated 4.5 million

and Presidential elections.

eligible voters, forcing the government to
extend the exercise to February 10.
“Either the people are not aware of the
exercise due to lack of publicity, or are
disillusioned with the government’s failure
to meet its 1991 election promises,” said one
political analyst in Lusaka.
In some way, he may have been right.
There has virtually been no mass campaign
to motivate voters to register.
Though some advertisements have
appeared in the media, urging people to
register, these reach only a small segment of
the population privileged to own modem
electronic equipment and those able to buy

democracy to succeed, we
people as possible to
participate in the elections. This is the
essence of democracy,” Rev. Sakala said.
Fodep holds the view that the
controversy which initially surrounded the
registration process has contributed to the
alarming voter apathy.

heavy investment the
government has committed for the exercise.
A staggering amount of US$18 million
had been set aside for the exercise, and the
controversial Israeli fimi Nikuv,

responsible
registration process, had demanded
upfront payment whether the exercise
for the

or not.

National Disaster
he Foundation for Democratic
Process

(Fodep) branded the

exercise a “national disaster”, and
called for immediate remedial measures,

including the decentralisation of the issuance
of National Registration Cards (NRCs).
Fodep president Rev. Fasten Sakala, said
the democratic process in Zambia would

collapse if eligible voters did not participate
in the election

on

account

of a “chaotic and

haphazard” voter registration.
“Democracy is a delicate system in the
early stages of its development and it is
important that there is aminimum consensus
among various groups on national issues. A
situation where the majority of the people
16

are

“For this

need

as

many

A born

again Christian: Chiluba has
generally failed his supporters

Lack of Consensus

here

was no

national consensus on

how and who should carry out the

registration which is why it has
not

been taken

across narrow

as a

national event that cuts

political interests.

The problem started when

the government
registration contract to Nikuv
Computers of Israel, despite opposition from
other political parties, various civic
institutions and
non-governmental
organisations.
The poll monitors earlier expressed
fears of some Zambians shunning
calls for voter regisU'ation, as they would
suspect that Nikuv had been contracted
specifically to rig the elections.
For that reason, some opposition parties
urged their members to boycott the registration
exercise and stay away from the polls.
It was also feared that by awarding a foreign
Company to process the registration of voters,
the government was compromising the
country’s security, as confidential information
awarded the

newspapers.
This is so despite the

succeeded

Zambians

could be leaked out.
The
Team

Independent Electoral Monitoring
(Zimt), set up by civic organisations to

monitor the process,

has called

on

the

government to set up dialogue with the

opposition so that all suspicions can be cleared,
and avoid the elections being derailed.
Despite the large amounts of money
committed to the exercise, the capacity to

attend to

people who have been flocking to

get their NRCs appears to be exiguous.
Zimt had also

complained that the timing
registration exercise was
wrong, as it was taking place concurrently
with the issuing of NRCs which has in itself
proved to be a Herculean task as even
of the voters’

children with birth certificates find it difficult
to

get cards.
Untimed

addition, the

voter registration
taking place at a time
when people, especially in the rural
areas, were preoccupied with farming, as
this is the rainy season.
“That is why i t would have been better for
the national registration teams to be mobile,”
says Rev. Sakala. “We do not think that
people would leave their fields to go and
look for NRCs when they have to look for
n

exercise

was

food.”
Civic groups have therefore proposed that
the National Registration Office (NRO)

should mobilise
remote areas.

teams to

issue NRCs in the

“Government should allocate

enough resources to the NRO to decentralise
the issuance of NRCs,” said a spokesperson
of the group.
Zimt supported

Fodep’s .sentiments and
suspend voter
registration until all eligible citizens are
issued with NRCs. Zimt president Alfred

called

on

the government to
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Zulu said in Lusaka that ihc electoral

BOTSWANA/NAMIBIA

commission's advertisement

calling on
people to register was misleading, because
re-issuing of NRCs should precede poll
registration.
Zulu, who expressed concern over the
large number ofeligible voters without cards,
called on government to fund the department
of National Registration which is currently
ill-equipped to issue new cards.
It is argued that Nikuv should have also
been given the task of issuing new NRCs as
these

arc

vital documents in the exercise.

Similarly, there is the call for amendment
of the law on voter registration so that people
can be enlisted from their homes, learning
institutions, churches, hospitals and other
social places rather than specific stations.
Zimt advised that Nikuv could easily
register the voters from their homes and
other dwellings if only it worked with the
Central Statistics Office which has

effective system

a more

of data collection in the

country.

Independent Commission

A

ccording to Fodep, another vital
solution to the voter apathy was
to

de-link

the

commission from government
to be a non-partisan body.

electoral

forittobeseen

As the situation stands, it is obvious that the

government may pay heavily for allowing a
situation where the

two

exercises have been

made to run simultaneously without putting in

place measures to ensure the success of both.
But perhaps disillusionment with the
government’s performance in the past five
years and the weak state of the opposition has
been the main cause for the current apathy.
In a survey conducted in Lusaka, there was
great disillusionment with politicians, with
most respondents saying that they saw no
point in participating in the elections.
One woman, Jane Mvula, had no kind
words for politicians.

“They are al I the same;
bring nothing to improve the
welfare of the people”.
In an attempt to mend the situation, the
government was forced to pereuade church
leadere to help in tlie campaigns under the guise
of promoting Zambia as a “Christian Nation”.
However, this has also brought division in
the churches with the some "Born Again”
(Pentecostal) churches, rallying behind the
government and President Chiltiba, who is
himself a “Born Again” Christian, and the
rest supporting the Opposition.®
selfish and will
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ISLAND ISSUE GOES TO
THE HAGUE
Lekopanye Mooketsi

L

AWYERS

representing

Botswana

and

the

Namibians call it Kasikili.

Namibian

governments are preparing to

The

island, which has

inhabited because of

tough battle at the International
Court of Justice (ICJ) in the Hague,
following a protracted dispute between

various wildlife

the two countries

fight

a

never

been

Hooding, is home to

species.

Theconllict started in 1992,
the Presidents of the two

compelling

countries. Sir

island located

Ketumile Masire of Botswana and Sam

in the Chobe

river, which forms the
horder, along the Caprivi Strip.

Nujoma, of Namibia, to meet under the

common

mediation of Zimbabwean

A

over an

Robert

spokesperson

There

in the office of the

President

President

Mugabe.
was

Gaborone,

Botswana in

Andrew

with

Sesinyi,

two

that

from both countries

surrounding
the
island. According to

finalising a
special agreement
were

which

Botswana

will

facilitate

newspapers, shots
fired over the

the

were

island

of the
dispute to the ICJ.
The
special
agreement spells
conveyance

out

the

the

dispute, time

nature

frame

no

be

mitted

the

sub-

Masire: “The Namibians

the

keep shifting
goalposts”

by the contracting
parties, their order i-i' appearance in the
oral proceedings, the manner in which the
special agreement enters into force and the
binding nature of the judgment of the Court.
This is a standard procedure in matters
brought before the ICJ.
Although a joint commission has reached
how the

matter

would be

presented, the agreement is still to be ratified
by the disputants parliaments. Once this is
done, the matter would then be registered
with the International Court of Justice.
The two countries
over

the

are

locked in

a

dispute

ownership of the Island, which
prefers to call Sedudu, while

Botswana

were

appointed a technical
5
g committee in 1993,
with
”charged
determining
the
line
boundary
^

court

a consensus on

that time but

The two countries

of

within

should

at

casualities

reported.

which memorials

to

1992,

military troops

countries

told SAPEM
the

tension

between Namibia and

I 11

between Botswana
and Namibia

at

the

disputed island, on the basis of the 1890
Anglo-German Treaty and the 1892
Anglo-German- Portuguese Treaty and
Maps.
The technical committee submitted its

report in February, 1995, at
chaired

a meeting
by President Mugabe in Harare.

But when the

two

countries failed to

reach agreement, it was resolved that the
matter should be referred to the

International Court of Justice.
At the time. President

Mugabe told a
conference that both parties had not
agreed on the question of sovereignity of

press

the island.
17
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“Regrettably, the report of experts
a difference of opinion, and it was

reflects

resolved that both countries should prepare
their

for the International Court of

cases

Justice,” Mugabe announced.
President Masire lamented that the

dispute had to be referred to the
International Court of Justice; and accused
the Namibians of

having

“shifted the

goalposts”.
He said experts from both countries were
assigned the duty to find out on which side
of the border the island was. According to
the Anglo-Germany Treaty, the border
between the two countries runs along the
deepest channel, making the island part of
Botswana.

asire

regretted that instead of
looking at this, the Namibian
chief negotiator brought a
new argument which questioned whether
the border was supposed to be there in the
first place.
Masire said Botswana abides by the
Organisation of African Unity’s decision
that colonial boundaries should be respected.
The island is internationally recognised
as part of Botswana.
Botswana’s minister of foreign affairs.

M

Lieutenant General Merafhe, once re-

the island is part

affirmed that

Nujoma: his interpretation of the 1890
agreement gives “Kasikili” to Namibia
The statement says

of the Chobe River. As

to

the

dispute is that despite the
the first

1890 German-British agreement,

result, the Aide

accepted

by both Britain and Germany as an integral
part of the German South West Africa,
today’s Namibia.
otswana, as the successor to

of the

1890.

a

Memoire notes, “Kasikili” was

Britain is

precluded from
denouncing the boundaries of

the boundary agreed
by the Germans and the British as far back
Central

maps

subsequent to tbe agreement depict the
boundary as following the south channel

country as defined by
as

all official

a predecessor state under International
Law, the Aide Memoire says.

The Aide Memoire states that it is “an

part of Namibia.

Germany, Britain and

indisputable fact that since time
immemorial inhabitants of Caprivi
regarded the island as an integral part of
the territory on which they could hunt,
fish, plough and graze their cattle without

South Africa

reportedly in

interference”.

of the area, published by the German
authorities in 1905, showed the boundary

map
to

be the channel

the

running to the South of
island, which thus makes the island
were

whether the border passes
South of the island.

over

dispute
North or

a

“A joint commission set up by Botswana
and South Africa on December 19, 1984,

concluded that the island belongs to

Botswana,” concedes Dr Jeffrey Ramasay,
a

Botswana historian.

However,

an

Aide Memoire from

President

This argument

Botswana.
The statement from

Nujoma’s office

he Memoire states that Namibia

that the main channel of the river has

agreement

of 1890, which

established the border between the two
countries.
18

views
hoisting of
the island in

Botswana’s claim and the
that
1989

country’s flag
as

a

over
unilateral act which goes

against the spirit of bilateral
negotiations and peaceful co-existence
in the region.
Namibian Foreign Minister, TheoBen Gurirab has implored the Botswana
government to remove its troops and
national flag from the island pending
the judgment of the International Court
of Justice.
owever,

Botswana government

officials have

responded that
merely patrol
the area around "Sedudu" as part of an
anti-poaching exercise. Botswana’s
permanent secretary for political affairs
their soldiers

Selepeng, confirmed that the antipoaching unit hoisted the Hag in 1989 so
that poachers could be left in no doubt
that they are poaching in Botswana.
The relationship between the two
neighbouring states remains strained
with both countries’ media carrying
highly emotive statements about the
dispute.
On a positive note, however, lies the
fact that both governments have vowed to
abide by the ruling of the Internal Court
of Justice, whose hearing date has not yet

they maintain that usage does
not
necessarily mean ownership.
Botswana nationals have in the past grazed
their livestock in the Caprivi but do not
lay claims to it, argues tbe government of
as

moved

of the 1890, said the memoire.
The Namibian government

in the office of the President, Louis

dismisses “as irrelevant” the contention

accepts the Anglo-German

Merafhe: May have to defend
country’s case at the Hague

devoid of

as

Nujoma declares that the
disputed island belongs to his country.

T

his

has been dismissed by

the Botswana authorities

merit,

Lt. Gen.

position since 1890 so that it no
longer flows south of the island. Even
if this is true, the material point for
defining the boundary is the decision

been set.B
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MALAWI

A COALITION IN
TURMOIL
Akvvete Sande

C

the Southern

and

ONTROVERSIAL

Chakufwa

unpredictable

as a

formed with President Bakili Muluzi.
a

Christmas statement issued in the

Northern town of Karonga,

party draws most

where his Aford

of its support, Chihana

condemned

corruption, nepotism and lack
transparency in government and

of

But the

(UDF)

Chihana,

a

opposition leader to openly support
pastoral letter which condemned
Banda regime said unless these ills

were

addressed, Malawians will

never

enjoy genuine democracy. He charged that
the Muluzi administration was failing to

ruling party was very guarded in

,

campaign promises of better life
because most of the top leaders were
corrupt, practiced nepotism and lacked
fulfill the

owever,

rejected the notion that the case
of maize smuggling reported in the press
were the work of foreigners or junior
workers. A few months ago maize for
drought relief distribution was intercepted
by customs officials and police in large

him

said Chihana should

aided
an

the government
doing because as a cabinet member,
he was just as responsible for the failures
of the government. This was also echoed
by some human rights organisations
which said Chihana cannot escape from
the ills in government and the wise thing
for him to do was solve the problems
with his government colleagues.
Speculation is rife that Muluzi might
just as well kick out Chihana and his seven
party colleagues. The original statute in
the Constitution provided for a President
and a Vice President. But Muluzi proposed

activities of the government.

Chihana lost in the
a

exercise book scandal where he gave a

forged an
they said was for the sake
of unity because of what they called lack of
unity as displayed by the voting pattern.
Muluzi’s party, despite its victory, never
won a majority in
parliament. It got 85
seats out of the 177- member parliament.
alliance for what

still in

government.

During Banda’s regime most senior

Cer^tral

Region. Chihana has charged that Muluzi
has also developed a similar trait , with
most top civil servants originating from
Sapem March, 1996

as

people

after this, Chihana and Banda

foreign firm a tender to supply notebooks
on a higher price than local firms to get

government posts went to Banda’s

general elections

Presidential candidate because

voted along regional lines with Muluzi
winning as he had support from the
populous Southern Region. Immediately

involved in

are

try to exonerate

following his threats of joining hands
with the Congress Party to block the

were

kickbacks. The two ministers

not

himself from the wrongs

accommodate Chihana and his party,

brought to book. A
selling donor drugs, and another was involved in
was

a

case”.

trucks destined for neighbouring countries.

culprits

Congress Party had no
calling
“sad pathological opportunistic
In a press release. Congress Party
soft words for Chihana,

rejected by a Constitutional conference,
but
parliament endorsed it to

Chihana

minister

the official opposition,

Banda’s

the Second Vice President post to
accommodate Chihana. The post was

transparency.

No

Pathological Case

was

publicity secretary,
Chilumpha, dismissed Chihana’s
claim that these issues were once brought to
the attention of his party. Chilumpha said
there were wild claims of corruption in
government, but that nobody had ever
brought forward any evidence. He claimed
that the new government inherited the same

former trade unionist and the

civil servants from the previous
A

and

Casim

the 1992
the

move

its reaction. UDF's

changed the situation, the coalition could
be nearing its end.
first

wise

benefits of the office he holds.

threatened that unless his senior partners
in the United Democratic Front

regime.

functionary hailed it
long overdue. They
observed that Chihana, a politician of
high standing, had reduced himself into
Muluzi’s obedient servant and forgot that
his party had not lost identity as an
independent movement. Most of these
supporters said Chihana should not lose
his sense of opposition because of the

pull out of
year-long coalition government he

In

old top

mixed

a

reaction. His party

Chihana, Malawi’s Second Vice-

President has threatened to
the

Region, where he comes from.

Chihana’s statement drew

The combination of Chihana’s 36 and
PIC: F MOMADE/AIM

Muluzi: will he fire Chihana?

Banda’s 56 seats meant that Muluzi’s party
19
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would fail to pass any bill.
The alliance between Chihana and Banda

condemned

was

by

some

members of

Aford, who abandoned the party in disgust.
This, plus the party’s poor financial

standing,

forced Chihana to approach
the posts he had earlier on

Muluzi to accept
refused when

formed

Muluzi

the

after the 1994 elections. In
September 1994, Chihana had joined the
government, ditching the alliance with
government

Banda.
Since then Aford and UDF have worked

especially in parliament where
they have always left the opposition
Malawi Congress Party as a lone voice.

as a team

PIC: T. VOSS

Chihana: his alliance with Banda condemned by

Buying the Opposition
ly

Malawians

Aford members

have

denounced this kind

of

government to get financial rewards and
that he would be there only when it suited

The coalition is

made

him and would

elections. What will be Chihana’s

of their leaders and

after he has

arrangement, saying it has

parliamentarians dance to the tunes
consequently fail to
fully represent their constituents. Worse

not

hesitate

to

walk out

reaped where he did not

sow.

remains

move?

one year old,
four years before

People

are

and there
the next
next

asking.■

still have been the recent defections which

CHIRODZO COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

have affected the Congress

Party, in which
leading politicians have left to join
the ruling UDF. Chihana has condemned
this and has claimed the ruling UDF was
buying members of the opposition using
government funds to swell its ranks so
that it can have a majority in parliament.
However, political analysts observe that
two

Chihana’s outbursts

are

a

result of his

frustration after the failure of his party to
reclaim

parliamentary seat in the
Northern Region, lost to the Congress
Party in a by-election. With that victory,
the MCP has become the only political
party in Malawi to have parliamentarians
from all the country’s three regions.
Aford lost the seat inspite of all the
support it received from the UDF,
following a gentlemen's agreement
between the two parties which precluded
the UDF from fielding in a candidate.
a

This has served

a

bitter reminder to

Chihana,, that his party is fast losing
support, a situation that may haunt him
until the

next

elections in 1999.

As for Muluzi, Chihana’s outbursts

confirm what his advisers feared. Muluzi
was

told that Chihana who refused to

unite with him before the 1994

did
20

not

elections,

respect him and that he was in
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Mugabe Way, Kwekwe. Tel; 4025

Registered under the Education act, 1987
Registered Under the Manpower Planning and
Development act, 1987
COURSES 7 STUDIES IN 1996
EBUSINESS COURSES
‘Certificate in Salesmanship

‘Diploma in Marketing
‘Diploma in Accounting
‘Diploma in Economics

‘Diploma in Salesmanship
‘ICB Certificate
‘ICB Fellow
‘CIS Part A,B,C,D

‘ICB Associate
‘ZAATPart A&B
2. PITMAN SECRETARIAL COURSES
‘
‘
‘
‘

Elementary Typing p to Advanced
Bookkeeping Levels I up to 4
Office Procedures Levels 1 up to

4
English for Business Communication Levels 1

‘

up to

3

Shorthand
Business Studies Levels 1 up to 3
3. COMPUTER STUDIES
ONE MONTH COURSES
‘
MS-DOS
Introduction to Advanced
‘
Lotus 1-2-3
Introduction to Advanced
‘
Word Perfect 5.1
Introduction to Advanced
6 MONTHS COURSES
*
Certificate in Computer Applications (Level 1)
‘

‘

Diploma in Computer Applications (Level 2)

‘

Certificate in Programming (Level 1)
4. NEWTECHNICAL COURSES INTRODUCED
‘
Motor Mechanics (Petrol & Diesel) 1 Year
‘
Auto Electronics
1 Year (Attachments arranged for students both motor
—

mechanics and

auto-electronics)

REGISTRATION TECHNOLOGY
Certificate Grade
6 months Training in Refrigeration
DAVANCED GRADE
12 Months in Refrigeration
—

—

5.

“O” and “A” Level Courses
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SWAZILAND

TUVDB for CHANGE)
Thulani Mthethwa

A

expenditure and

speedy

S THE trade union movement

unproductive

tightens its screws on Sub-

elimination of fiscal deficits.

standards led to the drying upof thccountry’s

Saharan Africa’s last absolute

According to finance minister Derek von
Wissell, who attended international World
Bank and IMF conferences in October 1995

reserves.

monarchy, it is no longer hard to realise
the economy has been hit the hardest.
The kingdom of Swaziland has been in
recent weeks hit by a wave of strikes

organised by the Swaziland Federation of
Trade Unions (SFTU), whose list of 27
demands ranges from the calls for the
scrapping of the 1973 state of emergency,
legalisation of political parties, lifting
restrictions

on

in

—

—

reluctant to do what

democratisation and

seems

inevitable:

granting of individual

and

United

the

external debt

now

States,

stands at

US $204 m i 11 ion, wh ich the Ki ngdom
mainly to international loan agencies.

arou nd

owes

At the end of the

Swaziland’s debt

1993/94 fiscal year,
valued at US$194

was

million.

at

which presently stands

about US$23 million, will rocket to a

staggering US$111 million in the next four
years,
It is

This

according to the finance minister.
against this background that the IMF

has decided that Swaziland faces an
enormous

economic crisis, which can only

freedoms.

be remedied

“Nobody tells Mswati what to do,” the
27-year-old king said recently at a gathering
of thousands of supporters who participated
in this year’s hicwala (Thanksgiving)
ceremonies in January. He was responding
to a week-long strike called by the 83 000strong SFTU, which paralysed the capital,

measures,

heavy borrowing by Swaziland’s

In his 1995 annual report, the governor of
the Bank of Swaziland, James Nxumalo,
alerted that

given this position, the
government’s public debt burden “could
become unmanageable in future.”
According to the ministry of economic
planning and development, the country’s
reserves
as

The budget deficit,

trade union activities and re-

drafting of industrial relations laws
Relying heavily on advice from his Royal
courtiers
a plethora of uncles, brothers
and cousins
King Mswati III has been

Jamaica

Swaziland’s

a

have fallen from US$197 million

of December 1993, to
The

implementation in a numberofother African
countries.
One of the many

factors that have

contributed to the current crisis is the

depressed external value of the Swazi
the lilangeni (emalangeni for
plural) against major currencies, in addition

by January

for the

widening deficit arc
public service alone
absorbs 45 percent of the total revenue. It is
assumed that it will continue to grow by
13.5 percent on average per year, between
not

reasons

hard to find: The

1995 and 1998.

by introducing tough corrective

similar to those already under

zero

1995.

Remedies

I

n

a

bid to address the

appalling

economic situation in Swaziland, a
Public

Sector

Management
Programme, accountable toCabinct has been
established, with the main task of examining

tiny Kingdom appears to have
Recently, the government accused

is aUS$29 million borrowed from the World

the South African CongressofTrade Unions

infrastructure in Mbabane and Manzini. The

government resources allocations,
expenditure trend, organisational structure,
policies and procedures in each ministry in
order to improve efficiency and control
expenditure.
The programme will see in the next ten
years deep cuts in the public service, and a
gradual lessening of subventions to stateowned enterprises. In order to raise
government revenue, the ministry of finance
is contemplating on
introducing Value
Added Tax (VAT), in addition to the revision
of the existing company tax law, which will

(Cosatu) of instigating the calls for
democracy in the Kingdom.
A Dwindling Economy

loan is

have

Mbabane, and Swaziland’s main industrial
centre, Manzini, disrupting

water and power

supplies, communications, public transport
and

commerce.

with

democracy having been
giant
neighbours — Mozambique and South
But

established in both Swaziland’s
Africa

—

the time for the conservative

forces in the
ran

out.

he economy,

however, can no
longer sustain the US$3 milliona-day losses caused by the strikes,
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
has already indicated that it is considering
the imposition of an economic structural
adjustment programme if Swaziland docs
not restructure her economy towards selfsustainability, through a reduction of
Sapem Sai’EM March, 1996

currency,
to

slow re-payments to

creditors.

The

lilangeni depreciated by 14.5 percent
and 3.4 percent against the IMF’s special
drawing rights and the US dollar,
respectively, during the 12-month period to
March 1995.

Amongst the loans incurred by Swaziland
Bank

to

finance the rehabilitation of urban

payable

over a

period of 15

on July 15,2014.
Swaziland also owes

years

ending

southern part of the
Another loan of
borrowed from

a

to

be

more

Swaziland’s
some

US$194

million to the government of Germany,
which was used for the rehabilitation of
Hltikulu Government

current

Hospital in the

Kingdom.
US$10 million

Chinese loan agency,

attractive to investment.
main

source

of

the South Africa-dominated
African Customs Union

revenue

is

Southern

(SACU),

an

and also
comprising of Botswana, Lesotho and
arrangement dating back to 1964,
Namibia.

was

the
the

Export-Import Bank, to finance
repayment of the new Fokker 100-passenger
jet for the Royal Swazi Airways.

In the

1995/96 fiscal year,

received US$207 million

Swaziland

part of its share
in SACU, but such income may fall in
future, if negotiations to widen SACU to
as

include other Southern African nations

are

21
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brought to

a successful conclusion.
In the past, Swaziland had also benefited
from the international sanctions against

South Africa, as in their bid to circumvent
isolation and

gain access to international
markets, many South African companies
set up production plants in Swaziland from
where their manufactured goods would be
exported as Swazi produets.
However, the political changes in South
Africa require that Swaziland reviews its
investment policies in order to be able to
compete with other states in the region.

Swaziland’s population is estimated at 1
million, and is growing at a rate of 3.2

percent per annum, the
“Such

high rates

highest in Africa.

mean more

health facilities will have

to

schools and

be built, while

unemployment continues to rise,” says
planning and development

economic

minister, Themba Masuku.
This will obviously increase • social
problems in the country, where crime rates
seem to have reached alarming proportions.
The situation will be compounded by the

Commenting on the country’s economic
quagmire, the seeretary of the Economic

continued decline in the number of Swazi

Association of Swaziland

Spending Recklessly

nationals

conomic

analysts have also

industry in South Africa, which has fallen

accused the Swazi government
of what they describe as a

from 15 753 in 1993, to 14 488 in 1994.

reckless

spending pattern. For example,
government expenditure grew by 47 percent
in the 1992/93 fiscal year from the previous
year level ofUS$287 million, while recuirent
expenditure in 1996/97 is forecast to grow
by 21 percent to US$245 million, absorbing
90 percent of the forecast government

production has resulted from the severe
drought that affected Southern Africa
between 1992 and the later part of 1995.
Because of the drought, one of the country’s
two main sugar estates at
Simunye, near the
border with Mozambique, had to abandon
some of its cane-tlelds and restrict
irrigation.
Exports of wood pulp also declined from

The

recruited

production of

for the

sugar,

mining

Swaziland’s

main exports earner,

has declined over the
years, leading to further contraction of the
economy. Earnings from sugar exports
declined from US$114 million in 1993

to

US$106.2 million in 1994.

170 846 tonnes in 1994, to 164 734 tonnes
in 1995.

(EGAS), Elias
Masilela, said that Swaziland must develop
sound and transparent

economic policy if
growth while
steering away from the foreign-imposed
and non-viable structural adjustment
a

it is to achieve sustainable

programme.
“Such policies

will dictate the level of

investment, interest rates, inflation, wage
increases and expenditures that are essential

According to the Swaziland Sugar
Association (SSA), the fall in sugar

economic growth and lower rates of
unemployment,” he says.H
to

revenue.

Another factor which contributes

continued

to

the

drainage of Swaziland’s already

exhausted

resources

is the subvention of

loss-making parastatals.
For example, the purchase of the new
Fokker 100-passenger jet, contributed
immensely to increase expenditure by 45
percent in 1994/95.
The Royal Swazi Airways which is
operating at a loss was in 1995 given US$2.8
million to sustain its operations.
Surprisingly, the number of passengers
using the Jet had dropped from 55 100
passengers in 1992/93 to 51 700 passengers
in 1993/94.
In

a

May 1995 report, the ministry of

transports and communications attributed
the decline in passengers to

CHRISTIAN COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN
AFRICA

‘BUSINESS COURSES

Diploma in Marketing Management, Project Planning and
Business Administration, L.C.C.I., C.I.S., I.C.B., I.C.M.,and
1.0.B.Z. Diplomas in Business Studies, Import and Export,

Banking and International Relations.
‘JOURNALISM TRAINING

Diploma in Journalism
‘SECRETARIAL TRAINING

contributed

Accounts.

to

the decline, since tourists

prefer road transport.
Inflation rate has sky-rocketed in the past
years recording double digit figures,
reaching a peak of 13,7 percent in 1994,
compared to 11,3 percent the previous year.
The high inflation rates, coupled with a
high rate of population growth, will
definitely pose a serious challenge to the

Harare,

Zimbabwe
Telephone; 792721/2/3

the frequent
usage of alternative airlines from
Johannesburg, which is the hub of the air
service operations in the region.
Peace
in Mozambique has also
now

P.O. Box 3488,

Full Secretarial Studies, Typing and in Systems
and Design (A.C.P.), WordPerfect, Lotus 1-2-3,

Analysis
Computer

‘“O” AND “A” LEVEL COURSES
‘UNISA DEGREE STUDIES

‘MINISTRY STUDIES

University of Zimbabwe Diploma in Youth Ministry and in

Church Administration.

Registered in terms of Education Act (1987)

nation.
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ZAMBIA

GROWTH BUDGET
Square Yalemana

T

HE ZAMBIAN government has
released what it has described as
its first

“growth budget” in five

aimed at facilitating a strong
supply response by raising the level of
spending in the economic and social
sectors, as well as cutting down taxes.
Presenting the staggering US$1.1 billion
budget to Parliament, in January, finance
years,

minister Ronald Penza said that
the

following

government’s success in creating an

economic environment which promotes

competition, enhances productivity, raises
efficiency and stimulates investment, the
government policies in 1996 would facilitate
a strong supply response.
This is against the authorised expenditure
ofover US$900 million in 1995, representing
a

nominal increase of 20.42 percent.

However, in real terms, this year’s budget

represents a reduction

of US$260 million

being allocated for personal emoluments.

figure is likely to shoot up by the end of
the year, analysts say.
In 1995, the government overspent by an
estimated US$27 million on personal
emoluments, diverting resources from other
sectors, such as operations, maintenance,
and capital projects.
Appropriations for defence and security
The

haveincreased from US$37 million toUS$45

million, although this is a reduction if taken
percentage of the total budget. In 1995,

as a

defence and

security consumed 4.8 percent

of total budget, as compared to this year’s 3.8

percent.
Government intends to

million

on

spend US$35

the Public Service Reform

Programme (PSRP) and wage adjustment,
but the labour movement has

complained

that this is too little and would cause conflicts

between the government and the workers.
Under the 4-year-old PSRP, it is estimated

last year’s authorised budget of US$ 1,4

that about US$25 million will be used to pay

billion, mainly due to the depreciation of the

packages to the estimated 1 570
are likely to loose their
jobs. Economic analysts, however, believe

over

Zambian currency, tbe kwacha. It is therefore

unlikely that the government will meet all its
expenditure requirements without suffering
major budgetary distortions.

largely been
applauded by the business community and
the general public as one of the best budgets
ever presented in 30 years, although
opposition leaders have argued that the
improved budget is partofthe ruling MMD’s
effort to boost its chances of winning the
general elections due in October, and where
Nonetheless, the budget has

President Chiluba faces a stiff

challenge,

notably from tbe main opposition United
Independence Party (UNIP) of

National

former President Kenneth Kaunda.

According to the ministry of finance. Gross
declined by 3,8

Domestic Product (GDP)

percent in 1995. However,

this is a positive

development, compared to the previous
year’s decline in GDP of 5,1 percent from a
growth rate of 7.5 percent registered in 1993.
or the total 1996 budget, US$780,5 million
is allocated for recurrent expenditure, while
US$381.1 million is for capital programmes.
An Escalating Wage Bill
he wage bill continues to haunt the

government’s expenditure, with
13.7 percent of the total budget
Sapem March. 1996

percent in 1994, and 49 per cent in 1993.
The government expects to raise the
US$740 million revenue it needs through the
various income taxes, customs

duty and

excise, and other collectible income.

Approximately 60 percent of the budget
goes to social and economic sectors, in what
the government says is a reflection of its

commitment to

improve the availability of

social services and reduce poverty.
This will also provide the basis

for an
expansion in the productive sector, therefore
generating employment, and the resources
needed to maintain, rehabilitate, and expand
tbe economic and social infrastmetures.
To achieve that,

among

the government intends to,

other activities, maintain the

appropriate supportive polices by providing
assistance for training and education,
improving infrastructure and facilitating access
by entrepreneurs to short term-financing.
Addressing Structural Problems
n addition, the government promises to
continue to address the structural

retirement

civil servants who

problems of the economy by pushing
ahead with reforms in the state-owned

this allocation is far less than the necessary,

enterprises sector, removing restrictions on
the use and transferability of land; proceeding
with the reform of the public service; and
further enhancing the performance of core

and that for that reason, the government may
be forced to raise the wage bill.

by an Industrial
ruling on January 30,1996,
that public service workers be paid a 45
percent salary increment with effect from
December 1, 1995. The court’s decision has
infuriated treasury officials who allege that
the judge was not aware of the fact that
This will be compounded

Relations Court

government

had already awarded civil

salary increment of 30 percent.
Reacting to the ruling, Penza vowed to

servants a

defy it, saying that he would rather resign
than print new money. This may put the
government on a

collision course with the

judiciary, which is in principle supposed to
be independent of the executive.
Foreign Funds and Social
Development

oreign financing of the budget
constitutes the single highest
source at 25 per cent. A total of
US$421.6million will be sourced from donors
to meet tbe country’s external obligations
and
finance
capital expenditure.
In 1995, external

financing of the budget

constituted 24,8 per cent, a

decline from 70

economic and financial institutions such as
the Bank of Zambia, the Zambia Revenue

Authority, the Finance Ministry and the
National Commission for Development
Planning.
However, the finance minister warned that,
although the economic climate in Zambia had
improved considerably over the past few years,
there

was

need to remain cautious. “Careful

achieve an
appropriate balance between the monetary
and real sides of the economy,’’ he said.
management is required to

Taxation

H

also said government would
continue to try and create a broad

e

based tax system

in order to raise
improve productivity,
supply response and improve

the rate of investment,

stimulate

a

equity.
To motivate the private sector and minimise
tax

evasion, government has

restructured

tariff rates, lowered

duty, eliminated most
duty exemptions and suspensions.
Agricultural products have also been zero23
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rated for Value Added Tax (VAT) purposes,
in order to enable farmers reclaim tax on

inputs, and

additional support to the
already provided under the

as an

assistance

been dropped from 20 to 5 percent, while
duty on intermediate goods has been cut to 15
from 30 per cent and from 40 to 25 percent on
final products.

Agricultural Sector Investment Programme

More

(ASIP) to which US$350 million have been
allocated for the
The VAT

next

measures

five years.
have been extended to

small businesses whose turnover is below
the

legal thrcshhold required to register for
VAT. This is a measure designed to make
the small-scale business

sector

more

competitive, thereby making it more viable
for retrenched workers, with their
to enter into business.

benefits,

VAT exemption on copper and cobalt
will also be removed with effect from April
This

1.

will

Consolidated

largest
the

mean

that the Zambia

Copper Mines (ZCCM), the

company

in Zambia, will be put on
as other manufacturers

footing

same

and exporters.
Income tax provisions

the LUSE

on

encourage more companies to I ist
their shares on the Lusaka Stock

o

Exchange (LUSE) and raise more
domestic capital to case external debt
pressure, company income tax has been cut
to

30 from 35 per cent.
Government has also reduced withholding

that

vehicle below US$2 000 will be

no

valued.
Personal income lax has been cut

April I.
While the laix credit remains at US$60, the
table percentage has been reduced to 10

tax

from 15 percent for the lowest paid, to 20
from 25 percent for the middle income

category and from 35 to 30 percent

interest, dividends, royalties, rental
income, management and consultancy fees
and lump-.sum payments to 15 from 25
percent, in an attempt to stimulate individual

for the
highest earners.
In 1995, zero personal income tax accrued
only to those earning up to US$400 per year.
But under the new budget, those earning
fromUS$600toUS$l 20()willpay lOpercent,

savings and investment.

those between US$1 200 and US$1 8(X) will

tax on

The government also proposes to

raise the
interest income from US$60

exemption on
annually to US$240.
In addition

to

these incentives, estate duty
tax is to be repealed as the

and entertainment

pay a

20 percent tax, and those above will

pay 30 percent.
For tax purposes, married women will be
contributors in theirown right, as opposed to
now

the

previous practice where a married
woman’s income from sources such as interest

of the Mines and
Minerals Act will also be aligned with those

administer, while the latter results in double

and dividends

of the Income Tax Act, and super tax on

taxation

earnings.

large scale mining enterprises will be
provisions of

measures are

former raises little
as

revenue

and is difficult

subject to VAT. These
effective from April 1.

Open Your Markets

the

overnment

two

Acts to be consistent.

also introduce

a VAT refund scheme for goods exported
by tourists with a value of more than US$ 1 (X),
while tour packages which meet specified

conditions will be zero-rated.

Where

is in liquidation or an
bankrupt, a simple
scheme will be introduced to give relief
from VAT on unpaid bills or debts of more
than 18 months standing, with immediate
a

company

individual is declared

effect.

to

it was also

abol ished in order to allow the
The ministry offinance will

has also proposed

COMESA

rates

be

set at

that

40 per

of the

general tariff rates to
major tariff anomalies and improve
the competitiveness of Zambian producers.
“Our trading partners who do not provide
access ofourproducts to their markets should
be warned. The government will not hesitate
taking reciprocal measures to divert trade to
other partners whose systems are open,
cent

on

He said with such

Act

exemptions and clarify definitions to

make VAT easier to operate.

Promoting Local Industry
xcise duty on sugar has been
replaced with VAT to allow the
industry reclaim VAT paid on its
inputs. However, in line with the policy of
promoting the local industry, excise duty on
imported goods will be aggravated in order
to allow local products tocompete favourably
with tho.se from outside.
•

Under the proposed tax regime, suspension

while

with

immediate

measures

will be taken to ensure that vehicles

imported by diplomatic and consular missions
accredited to Zambia are not sold locally
without permission from the customs
department.
While in the past

such vehicles could be
without atU’acting duty,
period has been increased to five years,

sold after

two

years

the

but

unless the vehicle is sold

24

“This

to an

Government has also fixed

a

some

professionals.
which takes effeet from

measure,

needed boost to the market in real
as

assets

such

housing, land and commercial property,”

he said.

Meanwhile,

a

five percent duty has been

petroleum feedstock and the fuel
levy increased to US$0,04 from US$0,03 per
litre. This levy increased will be directed at
boosting the road network mai ntenance fund.
on

"Government has devoted considerable
resources over

the last four years to

the road

system and the work of the national roads
board has been

Nonethlele.ss,
to

improve

particularly noteworthy.
required

more resources are

our

roads,” Penza told

Parliament.

Although the government has described the
budget as a "growth budget,” it remains
to be seen whetheril will prudently implement
all its plans, particularly in the face of the
prevailing unstable macroeconomic
1996

indicators. In 1995, infiation

rose

from 34,1

or

percent in January to 45,5 percent in
December, against the projected 15 percent,

US$500

while money supply grew to 39,6 percent
against the target of 35 percent.®

individual

organisation enjoying duty free satus.
minimum

the husband’s

April 1, will allow professional fees to be
deteiTnined by market supply and demand,
substantially lower costs and provide a much

effect,

imports and those by exempt
organisations will attract duty.
However, organisations who are exempt
may claim refunds on allowable goods, while
government

of duty

and VAT on buses has been revoked,
duty on productive machinery for
agriculture and mining has been reduced to
zero from 20 percent. On other raw materials
and productive machinery, duty has also

charged by

levied

VAT

effort to improve

to

the I iberal isation of
had decided to
deregulate all professional fees to enhance
competition, and reduce the exorbitant fees

liberal and market driven,” said the minister

education, and will restructure the list of

an

added

Penza said to complete

remove

sharp reductions in
tariff rates, there was no longer any need to
exempt new investors under the Investment

school exercise books in

was

the economy, government

of finance.

Government has also removed VAT

by five

percent across the board, and lho.se earning
up to US$6(X) a year wi 11 not pay tax effecli ve

duty on used imported vehicles, so

Sapem March. 1996
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INDUSTRY’S ONLY CHOICE
ZWELIBANZI DLODLO

c

the

OMPUTERS perhaps found
their earliest widespread use in

handling data for the purpose of

census

and payment of salaries in

the

private companies. This
was
not surprising as one of the
computer’s chief characteristics is its
capacity to handle large quantities of
data.
Most, if not all companies in
developed countries (even those that
employ only two people) have

civil service and

computerised payrolls. Quite a number
of their tasks are computerised. Even
some
on

a

families

run

their domestic budgets

computer,

some

companies in

developing countries have also
computerised their accounting
departments.
But industry, where wealth is created
(where computers are themselves made)
has lagged behind, yet it was for industry

designed.
Management of payrolls is peripheral or
auxiliary to the core activities of creating
wealth. It is absolutely indispensable for
the welfare of any enterprise, and perhaps
should ideally be done without error. But
that

computers

were

it does not create wealth
can

not

on

its

own

and

Akio
Corporation

exist independently.

Mahorita, chairman of Sony

large amounts of data to process,
2.
The speed of a computer is really
not that important for management
systems;
Engineering (industrial)
processes need fast computers that can
follow the

rapid changes that may occur
closely as
possible (real time measurement or
monitoring) and those are only recent
developments.
Human Computer Interface is
3.
easier and requires only computer
in

an

industrial process as

hardware, relevant software and an

appropriately trained
Machine Interface is
more

user.
more

Machine-

difficult and

costly. Here what is required apart

from the computer hardware and relevant
software is a highly trained user (because
the

programming involved is often

difficult), extra cards such as digital/

analogue converters, transducers and
sensors.

the
about
Scepticism
computerised systems from the older
engineers. Innovation is always met with
scepticism, because people do not trust
what they are not familiar or comfortable
with. It takes a long time for people to
change habits. Since computers were
4.

expensive until the
of integrated circuits and the
micro-computer in the early 1980s, it did
not make sense to spend large sums of
money on a teehnology only its
manufacturer said would do the job for
which it was designed.
Now it does!
omputers are cheap and getting cheaper
and better every year, and they work.
Scepticism should go away now.
Serious engineering companies have

always

very

appearance

(3) and (4), because
they saw the benefit that computers would

overcome

reason

bring for engineering, the whole of
manufacturing and subsequently overall
quality of life. They invested heavily on
technology and now they are several light
years ahead on the development scale.
The advantage of being a developingworld company, in this context, is that
there is no longer any need for
experimentation on the practicality of
computer-driven systems. That has been
done. What is left is the adoption and
adaptation of the technology. Yet the
majority of developing-world companies
will not.

Development has always been spurred
kind ofdiscovery. These

forward by some

Japan, sums this up by saying that,
“Though I have a great respect for
accountants and financial professionals, I
do not believe they should be at the helm
of industry. For an accountant, the central
concern is statistics and figures - of PAST
performance. So how can accountants
reach out and grab the future if they are
always looking at the LAST quarter’s
In Japan, every major
results?
manufacturer is run by an engineer or
technologist’’.
of

Four Reasons

T

his could

mainly be due to four

reasons:

I. Management could afford to;
being mainly interested in profits it is
fitting that they should have been interested
in rel i able accountancy. Governments have
Sapem March, 1996

Computers

are an

indispensable component in modern day industry.
25
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discoveries

lines if

brought about what have
always been regarded as revolution; e.g.

economically viable. But this is no longer

the industrial revolution, where steam

the

played the most dominant role as the
source of power.
From our experience

the

those nations that

prevaricated about

adopting the revolutionary way of doing
things lagged behind for years, or
alternatively paid dearly to catch up.
Almost all
creation

can

inanimate wealth

be traced back

to

or

its

the machine

tool.

Yet the priority they get from
governments in the developing countries

is

surprisingly very low. They do not
even appear in the majority if not all their
Universities’ programmes.

case.

an

alternative is available and

The industrialised nations bore

painful experiences that automation
created when it was introduced, but they
soon came out of it and
today their attitude
to

automation is different. Now

they set
quality by using
computerised technology (computerised
production systems, computerised control
systems and computerised measurement
systems) that are not achievable by a
the

new

standards of

and

The fear that automation

retrenchment and
true
to

creates a

leads

lot of misery

in the short-term and it makes

argue

to

is

sense

against automation along these

longer do so and very
they will exhaust the stocks of spares
that they had stock-piled when the market
for sledges was large. Very soon they will
destroy the engineering drawings for the
sledges, because quite frankly they have no
use for them. Then it will be
very difficult
to function as
industry.
The way forward for industry is to Join
many years ago no

soon

environment like this unless you use the

is

tools and you might as well be
advised to forget about entering such a

though; to forget it altogether and become
a market for
products manufactured
elsewhere. These are the only two options

omputers help achieve very high
ensure
tolerances,
they

repeatability and low reject output
that is precisely what industry wants.

not

the information revolution. It is not

market.

C

acquisition of the wheel. We do

unfortunately even manufacture the sledges,
and those who manufactured the sledges

human operator no matter how skilled. It
is impossible to compete in an
same

Painful Transition

for the

The

that is true, but it is the

that

Way Forward

to

c

oming back to the advantage of
being a developing country,
we

to

do not have to invent the wheel

again. We can continue using donkey
sledges because the wheel is too expensive
for our means. We have to make provision

survive

are

at

cheap,
only way if industry

all. There is another way

available

at

the

moment

and it is up

industry and governments to make the

choice.

Governments

can

make the start

by providing legislation that encourages
introduction of computer technology into
industry and commerce, and designing
academic

curricula

that

introduce

computing and technology much before
the University.
Join the Revolution

A

Ithough automation started in the United
States and Europe, it is Japan which embraced
it wholeheartedly and examples are always

drawn from that country.

In Japan, legislation played
In 1971,
Specific
Electronic and Machinery Industries was passed. This
was followed in 1978
by the Extraordinary Measures
Law for Promotion of specific
Machinery and
Information Industries. These pieces of legislation
were a clear
recognition by the state of the importance
of this aspect of technology.
They established
institutions (financial and otherwise) that backed it.
It is better to Join the revolution now because (i) it
has been proven beyond doubt that computerised
systems work and (ii) because these computerised
systems are running alongside traditional systems
very important part in ensuring its success.
the Extraordinary Law for Promotion of
a

and the standards that

in

still overlap to
interchangeability and continuity. But this
obviously is for a short period of time. The old
are

use

ensure

systems and their standards will be taken out of

operation and phased off. When that happens, those
who had sat on the fence during the gradual
changeover (which is
happening) will pay dearly to install
entirely new equipment and systems. Not only that.
It takes longer to train a
programmer/technician for
the engineering department than it does for the
management department. It costs more too.B
26
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MUSIC BY THE WAYSIDE
JAPHET NCUBE
recording companies, most street musicians
only dream of getting their music

can

recorded.

“Maybe one day we will record an album.
I know

do it. But first of all, we want

we can

to

make sure we’ve had

is

why

here,”

we are

enough to eat, which

says

Ozious Mhandu

(29), another crowd-puller.
Down the street, two men and a woman, all

blind,

arc

busy with their own crowd. They

have been here for

more than two years.
Most of their songs are not original,
sometimes changed only to fit the instruments

used. The

tunes range from Leonard
Mugove to the old tunes of the
early 1980s.

Zhakata’s

Disabled Musicians

The Mtetwa Brothers;

I

with Steven

F MUSIC be the food of love,

And if it
it

on

play on.
brings home the bacon, play

and

on

and

on.

The little

boy sits on the concrete slab,
staring at the set of home-made drums in
front of him. His brothers sit by his side, one
tuning an Olivine can guitar, the other
collecting coins from onlookers.
It’s lunch-time along the First Street mall
in central Harare: the street musicians are

stealing the limelight from the magicians
walking on wire and turning stones into
bread.

“Ladies and gentlemen,” announces Steven

Mtetwa, the “band’s” lead vocalist, “that
was one of our be.st songs. Now, we wi 11 give

another hit... it’s called Varombo (The
Poor)... and, by the way, our band is called
Nyembadzotsva” (the beans are burning).
The crowd bursts out laughing —
apparently at the sight of a five-year-old boy
beating pensively on the drums.
Nyasha Mtetwa and his brothers, Steven
and Mathias, are eking out a living from
singing in the streets. “On a good day, we
make about US$10,” Mathias says. “But if
people are broke, as is always the case in the
you

middle of the month, we hardly make more
than US$5. But then that’s enough to make
a

day for us”.
The Street Music

The resurgence
Sapem March. 1996

of street music in

on

drums and Mathias on the guitar

ost

M

arc

of the musicians on the streets

either biind

or

disabled in other

over a

Zimbabwe, particularly Harare, dates back
decade. Most of the musicians along

While others sit in shop
doorways begging, playing music has proved
to be a better proposition for Harare’s veterans

the streets of the

of street music.

capital have been around
since then. It probably means they are able to

ways.

Wliile no-one seems to notice, many ofthem
in fact excellent

guitarists and vocalisLs.
They would combine well with the best
artistes in the land and produce excellent music,
if given the chance.
“I tried a recording company once,” says
Tawanda Mlambo (34). “They said my music
was trash, and would not sell. Recording
have also featured on ZTV’s Mutinhirnira/ companies arc of no use to a poor, blind
musician like me.”
Ezomgido, with their popular tracks,
Although they cannot afford the proper
Ndatambura (struggling).
live off it, as it was confessed in a snap

are

conducted.
One duet popular with shoppers are the
Masayisayi Brothers of Ndatambura fame.
The blind musicians, one playing a homemade guitar and the other a set of self-styled
drums, have recorded three albums. They
survey we

For Wiseman Shambara and Levious

Ruzive, street music is part of life. And the
streets

haven’t let them down.

“We make better money as street musicians
than from record sales,” Ruzive says. “All
albums seem to have failed to sell well.

our

But here, many people come to watch us, and
we don’t force them to pay for it. They pay
because it’s worth it,” says Shambara.

Enough to Eat
n

I

1991, the Masayisayi Brothers

recorded their first album, Masayisayi
Volume One. The following year, they

recorded another album,

inevitably entitled

Volume Two.

Masayisayi Brothers are the only street
players who have managed to record their
music.

Despite the advent of “independent”

instruments, street musicians

be

seem to

doing well. Their home-made, poor-quality
instruments have given them a good living
income in the face of hardships brought
about by the current economic refonns. And
with these poor-quality instruments, they
have produced what onlookers describe as
“classic work, better than what
the radio”.

we

hear

on

No doubt

by the time he turns 12, Nyasha
graduated into a fine drummer.
While other boys of his age are either in
school or at creche, Nyasha is on the streets,
making “quick buck”.
On day, he says, 1 will go to school. “But
would have

first I have

to

raise the school fees”.

He and his brothers,

one

of them blind,

in their second year on the street,
“it’s already proving profttable”.B

are

and
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ALIEN EYE BEHIND THE CAMERA
Clemence Mabaso

N

ZIMBABWE, film productions are
morbidly tied to foreign funding.
More so, are the images projected on

I
the

screen.

This has had the effect of

thwarting indigenous “film art”. The
situation is much the

same on

the rest of

the continent.

Script
In any movie,

the script is the backbone of
a
good and quality picture story. In the
.script is the content, style and rhythm of the
story telling itself. It is the world of cinema
at

its artistic best!

looks at the role played by women in the
country’s liberation struggle and into
independence, was seized by police on the
night of January 11, 1996. This was soon
after the screening of the “Rough-Cut” to all
interested parties. The producers were
accused of portraying the country’s
liberation fighters in a negative light. This is
said to have happened despite the presence
of members of the Zimbabwe Liberation

In Zimbabwe,

Creativity
by foreign film funding
organisations to sponsor only those projects
that strictly comply with the funding
agency’s “home-brewed” ideological
inclinations

or

“terms of reference” does

well towards the originality of the
script and writer creativity. As the Tunisian
film critic and director, Ferid Boughedir,
once put it, “We thank France that films arc
not

augur

War Veterans Association and government

made in Africa at all. but it is also thanks to

during the script development stage through
into production.

France that

Design Committees

prefer

Writer

The insistence

no

African film

film makers could be creative

film funding agencies

art

exists.”

Asked whether he believes

indigenous
given the strict

and selective

approach by foreign film
funding organisations, Farai Sevenzo, a

to sponsor those film makers who

have

Zimbabwean film maker said: “It is

the sole purpose

creativity as there is no room for imagination”.
The history of the Zimbabwean cinema
has aptly demonstrated; it is not the lack of
expertise or technical know-how on the part
of the indigenous film maker that no African

“Design Committees”, ostensibly for
of assisting in script
development. The people who sit on these
“Design Committees” are representatives
of the sponsoring agencies, the film
producer, the film director as well as the
scriptwriter. With “scalpel and blade”, this
committee will dissect the script until it is
defaced of all

semblance of writer

originality. Only then

can

it contend for

funding.
Though there is the widespread
understanding in film circles that film
financiers should have

a

28

good story-tellers. These exist, and have
been embedded in the African oral tradition

since time immemorial.
Talent
Talented

Karimanzira: appealing to

indigenous

film

certain control

limited

“film art” exists. Neither is it the absence of

film

production, the participation by
the sponsors at the script development level,
through their representati ves on the “Design
Committees”, renders the film making effort
an “unholy” exercise, as this tends to
artistically overshadow and overwhelm the
scriptwriter, thus relegating him/her to the
role of a passive, rather than an active creator
in the film making process.
The background role of the scriptwriter
makes misunderstandings between law
enforcement agencies and the film makers
inevitable, as was recently demonstrated by
the production of Flame, a feature-film
produced by Black & White, aZimbabwean
film making organisation. The film which
over a

!

I

a

Catch-phrase

Funding agencies’ catch-phrase, now well
understood by Zimbabwe’s indigenous film
makers is, “If you want funding for your
script, then you have to make little changes

scriptwriters and film directors

in Zimbabwe and the rest of the continent

have their

scripts gathering dust

on

their

bookshelves, due to a lack of film sponsorship
should

they remain adamant on not changing

any aspects in their scripts. The vicious circle
of “western cultural hegemony” has made
black

production of Flame. Foreign funding
agencies have a propensity of funding
particular projects such as those with a bias
towards gender issues, culture. Aids, war

scriptwriters and film directors turn
as they perpetually exert their
energies towards the production of films that
appeal and reflect the prcferencesof “Western
audiences”, at the expense of their own
African audiences. This school of thought is
indeed more prevalent on the African
continent than any other. Indeed. African
films are more visible in Europe than in
Africa, with the exception of those shown at

victims, the environment, democratic

Africa’s ci ncma showcase-FES PACO and a

hereandthere”. Yes! this looks unavoidable
if the

script has to comply with the funding

agency ’ s terms of reference or priority areas.
As was clearly evidenced from the

governance,

landmine clearance, etc.

“rustic”

couple of other minor festivals.
Sapem March. 199.*)
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Film-making in Africa, dancing to the tune of donors

the blame

Legislative Instruments
The zeal and

firepower of the debutant
indigenous film makers quickly smoulders
due to lack of access to film finance. African

partly to blame, so is the
legacy of theircolonial past. In Zimbabwe,
the indigenous people are seething with
the desire and passion to see films that

governments are

reflect their cultural
this

norms

and values. But

for the
is still no clear cut
film policy in the form of appropriate
legislative instruments and financial support.
In his address at the opening ceremony of
seems

not an

urgent concern

government, as there

the Southern African Film Festival

Planning

workshop held in Harare, on October 2330. 1995, the country’s minister of
information, posts and telecommunications,
David Karimanzira, reiterated

African

governments’ shortcomings when he said:
“Governments of the region (SADC) share
Sapem March, 1996

by not removing legislative
hamper the

instruments that continue to

growth of this industry which has the
potential to develop and compete with other
established industries in the world.”
The lack of government

film funds leaves

indigenous film maker with probably

the most efficient system

of censorship —
lackofmoney! In Zimbabwe, it is extremely
difficult for

a

debutant film maker

or even

the well-established, to raise film money
from the local financial market. Either the
interest rates

arc

inflation is too

crippling

or

the rate of

high. Most indigenous film

makers lack collateral

security which is
pivotal to getting bank loans.
The dilemma facing Zimbabwean film
makers and others
the

on

arc

in line with

our own

cultural values and

pret'erences. I would like, therefore, to appeal
to our African film producers, scriptwriters
and film directors to rcdedicate themselves

Lack of Finance

the

“It is imperative that our I'i Im industries
develop quickly to produce lllms,'’ whieh
years.

the continent has been

subject of the bi-annual Ouagadougu
25

Film Festival in Burkina Faso for the past

totheprotiuction ofquality indigenous lilms,”
said Karimanzira.

After all the hussic and bustle, and the film
maker at last gets the funding, it is limited to
the few "well talking and mannered”. The

but talented and needy arc swept to the
backgrouitd as they usually look “rural,
unsophisticated and less credible in the eyes of
the financiers”. Hence it might well seem to
the wot Id film fraternity that the mastcipieccs

poor

from the African continent

arc

far and wide

apart.
Meanwhile there continues
eye behind
makers.®

the

camera

to

be the alien

lens of black film
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SPORT

THE “RAINBOW” PROWESS
Tendai Madinah

OUTH AFRICA confirmed their

s

sporting giant when
they lifted the Africa Cup of

status

Nations

as a

February 3, only four years
In June 1995,
South Africa won the Rugby World Cup,
again on home soil, and in September the
same year, they topped the medals table
after

on

apartheid ended.

at the 6th All

Prior

to

Africa Games in Zimbabwe.

the tournament. South Africa,

paired against veterans Egypt and
Cameroon, were not expected to progress
beyond the quarter finals. Even their coach
Clive Barker admitted that their aim

both

Egypt and South Africa.
Mozambique scared Ghana and Cote
d’Ivoire before going down 2-0 and 1-0
respectively. But these victories had tongues
wagging. Mozambican goalkeeper Rui
Alves was sent off in very controversial

tournament,

characterised

the

tournament

d’Ivoire, they were expected to home early.

genuine penalty against Cote

a

d’Ivoire.
And

was not

chosen
also

Tunisia, by Manuel “Tico-Tico” Bucuane,

win the

semi-finals.
At that

stage, Zambia had conceded only
goal and banged in nine. FieldingEuropean
based players is not a guarantee for success in
African soccer, as many would want to believe.
Ghana will testify this. The West African country
fielded a highly experienced and hardened side
that was built around the 1993 World Cup
under 17 championships, but they went home
empty handed. They amazingly looked
amateurs against South Africa in their semione

finals tie. Ghana lost 0-3.
A

as

Footballers of the Year. It

In soccer, new comers at tournaments
I ike the Africa Cup

of Nations hold on for at
least 20 minutes and collapse afterwards.
But it was not so with Angola and Liberia.
Angola were the second best entertaining
side after Gabon. They failed to advance to
the second round not because of poor play,
but simply bad luck. They featured in one of
the most thrilling matches against
Cameroon. They drew three all. And they
were very unlucky not to collect
poi nts from

Significant Victory
victory is history for

outh Africa’s

both Southern Africa and the

Clive Barker and

rides in South Africa.
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they exorcised the ghost of the 1994
to reach the finals in great
style. They
surprised everyone, including themselves,
when they beat mighty Zambia 4-2 in the
debacle

whole

exposed that Africa was able to
World Cup. There were no free

favourites Ghana and Cote

But

Mozambique’s only goal against

was to

Bafana Bafana, but African soccer in
general.
Emerging Powers
t was clear that in future, there will be
many African footballers being

I

averaging 22. Ail their players are
pitted against pre-

home-based. So,

indicating that the real winner

in South Africa

was

youngest players besides Gabon,

circumstances, and Mozambique were

eight stage.
In the preliminaries. South Africa had the
luck of playing the unhappy Cameroon,
who arrived in Johannesburg only a day
before the kick off. They fielded several
new faces and their
play was disjointed.
They duly lost 0-3 to the hosts.
In their second game of the tournament.
South Africa struggled against the brave
and skilled Angolans. They had to thank the
home crowd that kept on cheering them.
this

Crushing Giants
South Africa, Tunisia had the

n

denied

reach the last

And

unfancied Mali and Zaire.

country itself Never in the 39year history of the AfricaCup of Nations

South

Africa’s Philomen Masinga

ranked the

had

country from the

region won it. Zambia
came close to winning it twice in 1974 and
1994 when they lost in the finals to Zaire and
Nigeria, respectively.
a

It

also for the first time that the

goal of the tournament. Liberia
progress to round two because of
an inferior goal difference. Their
play was
not all that disappointing. And the fact that
Mozambique held Tunisia, the losing

Zambia

finalists, tells how

the Man-Of-The-Toumament. And to round

failed

to

even

the contests

were.

Tunisia, like Mozambique, were not
expected to cause any upset in South Africa.
Tunisia’s record in previous tournaments
had never been
impressive. They last
qualified for the Nations Cup in 1982 and
failed in the following tournaments until
they qualified as hosts in 1994. But they still
disappointed. Expected to reach the finals,
they were eliminated in the preliminaries by

was

tournament was
came

held in Southern Africa.

third in the tournament and

provided the top goal scorer, Kalusha B walya,
with five. South Africa’sMarkFish waselected

up a

memorable tournament for Southern

Africa, Fish, his compatriots Eric Tinkler
and John Moshoeu, and Zambia’s duo of

captain KalushaB walya and central defender
Elijah Litina were elected amongst Africa’s
Best Eleven. And from what nascent

teams

such as Angola and Mozambique were able to

show. Southern African
destined for

soccer

is definitely

higher planes.■
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SPORT

FACTS, FIGURES AND STATISTICS
Top goalscorers: Kalusha Bwalya (5Zambia); John Moshoeu (4-South
Africa); Mark Williams (4-South
Alrica); Ahmed El Kass (3-Egypt);
Abedi Pele (3-Ghana); Imed Ben Younes
(3-Tunisia).

•

Youngest player: Mahomed Kallon (16)
of Sierra Leone. Previous youngest

•

perfonners in the tournament were Cote
d’Ivoire’s Youssouf Fofana in 1984 and

Nigeria’s Daniel Amokachi in 1990. Both
were 17 years old.
Explusioas 5 — John Lungu (Zambia),
Hassanc Kangate (Burkina Faso). Rui
Alves (Mozambique), Nzelo Lemhi
(Zaire), and Nii Lamptey (Ghana).

•

Tunisia were the only side in South Africa

•

without

a

nickname.

field an
entirely homc-ba.scd players team, built
iiround local club Esperance Tunisi.

Tunisia

•

were

the only side to

Sierra Leone players were the only not to
receive tonuses for their participation in

•

the tournament.
Weah donated overUS$77 000;is bonuses

•

for Liberian

equalled the record of Lawäl and

QuaerChokri(Tunisia),RightBack: Yasser
Radwan (Egypt); Central Defender; Mark
Fish (South Africa) and Elijah Latina

Emmanuel Kunde of Cameroon, Worka

(Zambia).

,

Right
Beya Zoubier (Tunisia);
Central Midfielders: Eric Tinkler (South
Alrica), Emam (Egypt); Left Midfielder;
Abedi “Pele” Agew (Ghana); Strikers;
Kalusha Bwalya (Zambia), Tony Yeboah
(Ghana); Reserve; John Moshoeu (South

I..eft Back: Isaac Asare (Ghana);
Midfielder:

•

South Africa’s
was

Augustine Makalakalane

booed throughout the tournament

everytime he got the balk
•

Africa).
Oldest

MengLstu (Ethiopia) and Raber Madjer
(Algeria) hy representing his country in
six consecutive Nations Cup finals;

;■

George Weah cosf his country’s
financially crippled Football Association
a US$700 fine for changing his Jer^y
number. He was listed as numbernihe, but
he

players in the loumament; Abedi

on one number

Tovey. Both are aged 34.

fly back home two
days before their final match against South
Africa, when they discoveied that all rooms
at a Johannasburg hotel they had been
IxKtkcd in were occupied.

Tunisia tlircatened to

Quickest goal in the tournament came
just 20 seconds after the restart of South
Africa vs Ghana in the sem i-finals. South
Africa’s Shaun Bartlett

was

the

scorer.

Aboulaye Traorc,

Ivorian forward,

played another match wearing(jersey

number 14. CAF mlessayaplayerrnustput

Pele of Ghana and South Africa’s Neil

•

throughout the louraatnent.

For the first time sincei 5)92, North Africa
had countries

going beyond the quarter
the semi and Tunisia in

finals. Egypt io.st in
the finals.
•

It

was

the first time since 1990 that West

Alrica could not be found among the best
three teams despite constituting mo^ than

halfoftheparticipants.Tberegionhadnine
countries in South Africa. Nigeriå, Could
have been the tenth.ll
•

;

players who participated in ;

the loumament.

Ghtina

•

narrowly escaped disaster when

theirbus went outof control on a wet road
near
•

•

Bloemfontein.

bought a luxurious
house in Johannesburg with the
US$500 (X)0 that Wiis meant for players'
bonuses. One player left South Africa for
A Zairean official

-

39 SSEBUGWAWO DRIVE

Nigeria became the first defending
champions of the Nations Cup to boycott

ENTEBBE

only three had native
Burkina Faso, Algeria and

winners South Africa.
South Africa is the seventh country to win
tlic Nations Cup toumtunent as

hosts.

Clive Bitrkcr is the seventh national coach,
to

UGANDA
HARARE

Out of the 15 countries that participated in
coaches:

•

35

home in anger.

the tournament,

•

HEAD OFFICE

P.O. BOX 187

the tournament.
•

Uganda airlines

lead his country to victory

in the Africa

1 St.

FLOOR, HUNGWE HOUSE

JASON MOYO AVENUE
P.O. BOX CY 470
HARARE
ZIMBABWE

TELEPHONE: 795912 / 795915
FAX: 796216

Cup of Nations.
•

Africa’s Best 11
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are

—

Goalkeeper; Ei
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SAPEM INTERVIEW

SEEKING SYNERGIES IN THE
SKIES
What
1

FOR many years in Zimbabwe,
state held a monopoly over

use

pioneers in these ventures has been

i

:

destinations in East Africa. To explore

about the company’s mission ;

service valuable

to

them.

behind

man

—

travellers

have

encouraged to visit tourist

to

resorts

operations and commercial
departments are currently looking
at possibilities of
venturing to
East Africa for example. We have

be

identified that there is- need

in

service

long time has been associated with
aviation in this country. He identified
a

the need for

a

success?
State assistance has been crucial.

especially in the form of training the

| humanpower we need. For example,
argued that we are engaging most Black pilots

was a

tourist destination

were

recruited and trained

which should be marketed. Therefore,

government

accessibility becomes critical.

Zimbabwe
the

Do you have a specific
of your clientelle?
We

bias in terms

looking at people coming
from various points in our region,
Business people have used our service
extensively especially those from
32

are

your

domestic carrier for

certain routes and also
Zimbabwe

enterprise,
you need for it to be a

this !

who for

further

it is your

Our

The

Ndebele brings to

initiative is Evans Ndebele

or

intention to consolidate the

Besides the experience that Mr

airline?

move

Southward bound routes?

our

the country.
DEVE: What motivated you to start

have plans to

afield to the North

also believe that tourists will find

Local

i

MUKUNA; The

board services.

Johannesburg in South Africa. We

general thrust is to shunt people
and future plans, SAPEM’s Thomas
in and out of the country, but using
Deve spoke to one of the airline’s |
j Zimbabwe as our reference point.
executives, Peter Mukuna.

your own

on

Do you
1

Peter Mukuna

expansion include venturing into

more

all

Plans

the internationally acclaimed tourists

airline?

safety,
sticking to schedules and everything
that is required to offer quality
service. We try to please our
customers at every point they interact
with us. This will include bookings,
purchase of tickets, checking in and

the Zimbabwe Express Airlines, a

for

offer

convenient. These include

commercial airlines. One of the

one.

your

you

influence passengers to

put in place the correct
procedures which make everything

Programme in 1991 led to dramatic
changes in the industry, mainly the ;
establishment of privately owned i

Zimbabwe-South Africa

can

We

introduction of the Economic Reform

predominantly indigenous company
which now proudly plys major routes
in the region, principally the lucrative

special services do

which

the
the |
aviation industry. However, the

or

by the
through either Air

other facilities

of liberation in

during

Ethiopia and
various other places. All that we need
as a Black
enterprise, is the financial
muscle to see us through. This is a
j very important element that all new
| entrants in any business must battle
war

with.

|

to

people in Zanzibar, for
example, who would want to travel
directly to Johannesburg. But
there is a lot of ground work that
has

to

be

done

in

terms

of

negotiating with other countries
landing rights and other
requisite services.
for

Do you cooperate
airlines?
We have the

with other existing

internationally accepted

airline agreement with Air Zimbabwe.

They accept our papers with no
problem. But basically we are here to
make Zimbabwean

accessible and in

resorts

more

doing, we seek
synergies with all other players in the
region and all other international
so

carriers.■
Sai’EM March. 1996
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Eating

begin, I want to emphasize that
tolerance of differing sexual orientations and
behaviours between consenting adult citizens
does not in any way imply acceptance of sexual
predation upon children. Nor does it imply that
“straights” must adopt homosexual behaviour
for them.selves. Does embracing racial diversity
and tolerance as positive social goals imply iliai

intellectuals in the face of state-backed

is, for false contentions about the “tilterior

criminalisation and harassment of

a

minority

Such persecution of peaceful citizens
clearly contradicts the purported ideals of the
independence struggle. It has brought Zimbabwe
into international disrepute. Moreover, the
“family values” and “defence of culture” rhetoric
of Zimbabwean homophobes eerily echoes the
white supremacist, anti-feminist, anti-foreigner
hysteria of the extreme right-wing in Europe
group.

Owen Seda

GENDER

Fragmenting Womyn's Bodies
Breast-Feeding

HY DO otherwise responsible and
progressive people espouse fear,
hatred or intolerance of gays and
lesbians (homophobia)? 1 ask this question in
response to the public attacks on homosexuals
by Zimbabwean political and religious leaders
beginning at the Zimbabwe International Book
Fair in August, 1995; to the smug, self-righteous
coverage of “anti-homo” demonstrations in the
state-owned press over the following months;
and to the strange passivity of Zimbabwean

w

DIALOGUE SERIES

—

45

Patricia McFadden

and America. If for
intellectual company

no

other reason, such

should give Zimbabweans

pause to wonder about homophobia.
At the risk of conforming to the stereotype
that human

rights for gays and lesbians are a
“white” issue, I would like to resurrect the

DEBATES & VIEWPONTS
American

Religious Imperialism

debate in
47

Owen Sichone

a more

insistent and informed

than has characterised it

so

far. In

manner

particular. 1

would like to challenge Zimbabwe’s gay-bashers
a few moments on the damage
campaign against homosexuals does,
on the inconsistencies, empirical errors, and plain
irrationalities of their arguments, and on the
development potential ofaddressing homophobia
calmly, openly, and self-critical ly.

to

reflect for

which the

SARIPS/SAPES RESEARCH
Human
Marina

Rights in Southern Africa

D’Engelbronner-Kotff
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Logical Thinking
Before 1

blacks should become white and vice versa?
That such

a

clarification is

motives” of gays

necessary—and it

and lesbians almost invariably

crop up in conversation with gay-bashers—
underscores the irrationality of the campaign

against gays and lesbians. How can this be
explained? After all, open, practicing
homosexuals are an infinitesimal minority in
African society, as they are throughout the world.
One recent survey of sexual practices in the
USA—where homosexuals are supposedly
rampant—put them as low as 1,3% of the
population. Given the intense animosity towards
them expressed by Afriean leaders and apparently
intrinsic to many African cultures, we may
probably safely assume that they arc less in
Africa. Scapegoating such a tiny number of
people for the overall “decline in morality,”
blaming them for the drought, hurling verbal
abuse upon them, threatening them with violence,
arrest, or deportation, and denying them the
rights available to other citizens is therefore,
objectively, nonsensical.
Stridency in defence of African culture against
Western imperialism and decadence is similarly
irrational and inconsistent. In the modern history
33
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of Zimbabwe, gays

also all urgent

the

demands.

modern

contrast, have been. On all three of these counts

human rights and developmental
Debating the “petty” concerns of a
seemingly well-off, urban, anddisproportionately
white minority seems almost mischievous in the

the leaders who

face of such demands.

have not been been
particularly influential imperialists. Christians,
Marxist-Leninists, and “free marketeers,” by

strenuously defend African
against Western imperialism have most
actively connived against it. The Economic
Structural Adjustment Programme (ESAP), for
example, which was essentially designed in and
imported from Washington, has contributed more
now

This

culture

to

the breakdown of Zimbabwean families and

which

are applicable to all persecuted minorities
political dissidents. Criminalise us because
of whom we are, they say, and any unpopular
group or scapegoatable minority stands at risk.

African culture

against misogynist rap music
imported from America? And why is it acceptable

This is not

unacceptable to allow
privacy of

homosexuals to love each other in the
own

lives?

African cultures, like those

everywhere, change
in response to new technologies, gender and
class struggles, new ideas, changes to the
environment, and

so on.

In Zimbabwe, child-

pledging, slavery, the smelling

out and
persecution of witches, twin murder, polygyny,
and ritual incest among hereditary leaders were
once all part of Shona culture.
Why do the
guardians of culture against homosexuality not
also defend these ancient practices and beliefs?
Is it not because they accept that these aspects of
culture have become repugnant to people as the
society has embraced Christianity, developed
and democratised? So, if polygyny and widow
inheritance can die out, then why is it not
conceivable that the culture can also change with
regard to compulsory heterosexuality? Is this
particular aspect of African culture so special or
so endangered that
defending it (against an
insignificant number of people) is worth courting
international opprobrium and a violation of
To

the latter question is to
suggest that African heterosexuality is uncertain,
answer

yes to

vulnerable, perhaps even endangered. This begs
the question which 1 put to the most vocal
homophobes (men); why are you so insecure that
you require the power
violence to enforce

of the state and mob
your heterosexual

masculinity?
Zimbabwean

homophobes commonly avoid
facing this question by arguing that the vast
majority ofcitizens have more pressingconcerns
than freedom of speech for gays and lesbians. On
the surface, this is true. Across the continent

Africans

suffering egregious persecution,
censorship and torture at the hands of their
governments. Freedom from hunger, freedom
from ignorance, freedom from slaughter on the
roads caused by corporate greed for profits, are
34

are

rule, gay
of broad

capitalism and colonial domination in

the modern world. It is

coincidence that the

no

word “homosexuality,” and the implicit
loathing of its otherness, did not even exist in the
English language until the late 19th century. The
emergence of homophobia as a social norm
backed by the power of the state can be linked to
very

rights’ activists go straight to the heart
concerns about
building civil society

the erosion of earlier social

norms

could conceive themselves

and

good governance.
The “pettiness” rationale also ignores an issue
which is of profound importance to Africa, and
in particular to Africa’s “straight” male

as

by which men

real

men

(above

all,

self-sufficiency,
chivalry,
and
“breadwinning”). As the age of machines, of
wage

slavery, and of assertive females

intellectuals. What is
the

relationship
homophobia
patriarchy (male

between
and

ACCESS

dominance)? Could
that

relationship
explain either the
dogmatic intolerance
of sexual diversity, the
stubborn
of gender

TO CAPITAL

persistence
inequity, or

PROMOTING INVESTMENT IN
ZIMBABWE THROUGH

the “feminisation of

poverty”

are

we

increasingly
witnessing under
structural adjustment?
1

revolutionary ideals?

trivial matter. As the recent events

and the cynicism of
ambitious or fearful politicians can result in
catastrophe for everyone, not just persecuted
minorities. In seeking to broaden our conception
of democracy beyond crude notions of majority

bodies can be exploited to sell consumer products

The culture argument also ignores the fact that

a

Such “real men” have been the cornerstone of

industrial

in Rwanda show, the bigotry

cultural chauvinists that African women’s

their

Homophobia in men is the outward expression
(or being considered)
less-than-viri le." Homophobia is the voice which
disparages the so-called feminine or “queer”
within boys and whips them into narrow,
repressive stereotypes of manliness. Homophobia
helps forge “real men” (who can really control
women, who can really exploit the environment,
who can really kill, and who can really compete
in the global marketplace).
of the inward fear of being

of all

and

will. I wonder also, where are the defenders of

in the West, yet

first

misrepresents the position of gay rights’ activists.
are not asking for freedom to sodomise
each other (or children or animals) in public, as
some hysterical
opponents have suggested.
Rather, their case is argued in universalist terms

of street kids than any
alleged homosexual propaganda ever has or ever

as

however,

They

the emergence of a society

to

rationale,

origins and “functions” of homophobia in
society.
Some Definitions

am

not

CONSORTIUM INVESTMENT

alone in

JOINT VENTURES

believing that it does,
and

indeed

that

homophobia in men
contributes
quite
fundamentally to the
systemic

**

PARTNERSHIPS

ACCESS TO CAPITAL

discrimination,

100 LEOPOLD TAKAWIRA STREET

exploitation, and
violence
against

HARARE

women

in

and children

contemporary

society.
moving

Before

on to the
empirical (historical)
errors underlying the
homophobe position,

therefore, I would like
to

focus attention

ZIMBABWE
TEL: 731016/8 FAX: 731019/0

MOVING WITH THE CHALLENGES
OF THIS CENTURY

on
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exaggerated under the impact of
the

free will to become homosexual because they are

masculinity, homophobia came to assume an
ever-greater role in defining men’s
The “emasculation” of African

identity.
men

in the

in giving rise to
homophobic culture here in Africa. Disapproval
of open homosexuality certainly appears to have
been indigenous to most African societies, but

colonial era played a similar role
a

this became

both industrialisation and colonial racism. In
face of white arrogance

in particular, “boys,”

“kaffirs,” and “Natives” needed to redefine their

masculinity in order to sustain their dignity as
human bei ngs. As in Europe, therefore, but almost
certainly exaggerated by the racial competition

homophobia evolved in Africa
Where it was socially frowned upon

between men,
over

time.

before, it has

now

become

one

of the most

important elements of the internalised “thought
police” around the borders of “real manliness.”
If homophobia has become central to the
dominant discourse of masculinity in the
contemporary world, how do we account for
homophobia in women? Indeed, the fact that
Zimbabwean women have also joined the
campaign against gays and lesbians means that
they are reinforcing patriarchal norms which
utlimately oppress them. This could be explained
as

“falseconsciouness.” in which case the women

hardly be blamed. In societies where sex
education is either taboo or is disseminated by

can

priests and other homophobic men, “common
sense” (in Gramscian terms) makes the very idea
of sexual choice repugnant and threatening to the
moral order.

Yet behind the shock orrepugance, homophobia

also reflect a decidedly rational,
skepticism. What would happen to
women if men could freely love men in a maledominated society? Might not men, often selfindulgent and sexually, socially irresponsible as it
is, simply abandon women altogether?
Homophobia in African women can partially be
explained as a strategy by a structurally vulnerable
group of people to defend the precious and
precarious security that they sometimes find in

in

women

may

materialist

attachments to “real men.”
Whatever their motivation,

conscious or

their position on the basis of seriously, historically
Hawed “facts.” Let me address these one by one in
the form of

few rhetorical

questions. Are gays
really responsible for HlV/AlDS in Africa? Are
homosexuals responsible for the millions of cases
of rape, “femicide,” child abuse and other fomis
of violence against women and children which
take place throughout the world each and every
a

day?lfhomosexualityisagainstnatureorinhuman,
why does it exist widely in nature as well as in
every known human culture? Have African men
nevertaken “nine wives”? If homosexuality comes

from the West,

why do indigenous words for it

Sapem March, 1996

attracted

to

lifestyle which includes
against them?

a

discrimination and violence

The Facts
Let

me

tackle the last point

first. The argument
“against nature” is,

homosexuality goes
empirically, quite simply wrong. Snow in
Zimbabwe for example is agai nst nature. Teeth on
chickens are against nature. Homosexual
behaviour, by contrast, is found in many species
throughout the natural world. It has, moreover,
been recorded in human society since the dawn of
history. The evidence from modern science and
sociology alike overwhelmingly suggest that this
is because homosexuality is not predominantly a
question of free will. Rather, human sexuality
“naturally” occurs along a continuum of
orientations determined by many factors. These
may include genetic predisposition, physiological
that

or

hemical differences in the brain, as well as

chi Idhood socialisation and/ortrauma and culture.

If the factors which “cause”

homosexuality are

hotly debated among scholars, the end result is
That is, homosexuals who “come out” are

not.

widely accepted as expressing their sexuality
according to feelings which are largely innate or
set by the age of puberty. Science in this case is
simply recognizing what gays and lesbians
themselves have been saying ever since they
acquired a public voice.
Lest homophobes mistrust amoral, atheistic
science and insist on bringing “God’s plan” into
the debate, let me ask this; how “natural” is it that
heterosexual men kill their spouses and torture
their children, as they do world-wide in large
now

numbers? How “natural” is it that many women

oppressed by patriarchal culture that they
sexuality? Come to think of it,
since nature equipped women for a physically
pleasurable and active sex life including multiple
orgasms and partners, is it not against nature that
cultures world-wide seek to deny them this? In
Africa, the oppression of female sexuality includes
vicious, crippling mutilation of their genitals, as
well as other more typical forms of violence,
religious mumbo-jumbo, and state harassment of
are so
are

unconscious, Zimbabwean gay-bashers justify

I

exist in African

languages? Are gays really
powerful and spreading in the West? Do
heterosexuals only have sex for the purpose of
procreation? Is Zimbabwe facing a crisi s of underpopulation? Ifthe Bible really does unambiguously
condemn homosexuality, why is it that so many
Christian churches elsewhere now accept it as a
legitimate expression of human sexuality? Do
gays and .lesbians choose of their own perverse

undermined these traditional discourses of

afraid of their

“loose women.” Heterosexual men’s efforts to

regulate female sexual behaviour are
clearly grotesque perversions of nature and natural
justice. In light of this, homosexuals who “come
out” in loving, affirming relationships with
members of their own sex are surely more
“natural.” Homophobes who invoke nature may
control and

need to reconsider their views

on

the patriarchal

status quo.

But are gays not responsible for the AIDS
pandemic in Africa and therefore a danger to
society? Clearly, they are not. The vast majority of
HIV/AIDS transmission in Africa is through
unprotected heterosexual sex. It is true that gay
and bisexual men were the original locus of the
spread of the disease in North America and Europe.
Interestingly, however, this “high risk group” has
responded better than any other in decreasing
their rate of infection through safer sex practices.
Gay men in North America are the model of
successful AIDS education, from whom African
heterosexuals could well take lessons. Indeed,

could argue that some heterosexual African
men’s denial of AIDS as anything more than a

one

Whiteman’s

conspiracy against the black men
recklessly endangers the species, surely an
“unnatural” thing to do.
In terms of their other supposed menaces to
society, homosexuals are also a blip on a scene
domi nated by heterosexual men ’ s atrocities agai nst
women

and chi Idren. I n South Africa, an estimated

100,000

raped every year while
by their spouses or
“lovers.” In Harare, Zimbabwe’s capital city, over
women are

thousands

are

murdered

60% of all murder cases which
cases

of “domestic violence.”

from

across

come to court are

Sample surveys
that 40-60% of all
typically experience regular beatings and

wives

Africa suggest

coerced sex from their husbands. Similarstatistics
from the West should

give thinking people reason

pause and wonder. Empirically speaking,
women and children are far and away safer in

to

lesbian relationships than they are in heterosexual
ones.

Given that most African

women contract

HIV from their husbands,

personal safety would
also seem to mi litate against heterosexual marriage.
Wherenaturefailstoprovideareliable argument
against repressing homosexuality, then
homophobes can turn to “African tradition.” In
this view, homosexuality is a Western invention
alien to Africa, a continent where the extended

family—and the heterosexual relations which
it—have traditionally been valued far and
above sexual self-indulgence. To resist orrepress
homosexuality in Africa is thus the equivalent of
resisting Western imperialism or quarantining a

create

disease which threatens the health of the African

moral universe.

Unfortunately for homophobes (and leaving
aside the absurd notion that there is such

a thing
singular African tradition), the idea that
homosexuality is a foreign perversion is wrong.
A startl ing irony of the present attacks on W estern
decadence is that during the colonial era, it was
the Europeans who were scandalised by African
men having sex with African men. “Sodomy”
and
“immorality” were observed by
anthropologists in pre-colonial and pre-industrial
settings, that is, long before even the possibility
as a
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of “contagion”

by whites. We know this despite

the fact that research into this

area

appears to

have been

deliberately avoided or suppressed.
tacit conspiracy of silence among
researchers can be inferred in Coplan’s approach
to the topic (1994, 137) as well as Caldwell et
Indeed,

a

al’s overview of a
which fails

vast

even to

anthropological literature
possibility of

mention the

homosexual liaisons (1989).

of homosexual

Yet the Africanness

is

implicit in the existence of
indigenous words to describe it. One recent
informant in northern Nigeria went so far as to
express surprise that same-sex sex was not
sex

confined to Africans: “do whites

really do that

thing?”'
In colonial years, hitherto marginal or rare
behaviour became commonplace, above all in the

migrant labour hostels, prisons and forced labour
camps which proliferated under the new system.
African men. separated from their wives and

families for months

and often faced
with dismal prospects ever to marry in a proper
way, took or became “mine wives” in these
contexts. Of course they would never have
considered themselves gay in the modern sense.
Rather, in the intensely alienating, racist, and
violent milieu of the mine compounds, African
men sought sex, intimacy and emotional
connection with fellow human beings. Sometimes
they did so to avoid costly relationships with
township women and prostitutes (and so to protect
their obligations to their real wives left behind in
the rural areas). Sometimes they did so in brutal
acts of self-gratification (rape, in other words).
And sometimes, we can speculate, they did so
because the culture of the compounds was
implicitly “gay affirmative.” Men who in normal
society would have repressed homosexual
attractions, were free to express it without fear of
or even

years

ostracism.^
Whatever the motivation, the fact remains that

Afriean men’s behaviour in the mines and prisons

regarded as “unnatural” and offensive
according to the dominant moralists of the day
(the colonialists and white missionaries). To deny
this historical fact is pure chauvinism.
But, gay-bashers retort, homosexuals do not
bring forth and multiply and are therefore sinful.
This argument is patently hypocritical. Do
heterosexuals have sex to procreate each and
every time? Hardly. Sex for most people is a way
to express intimate love. For many, especially
homophobic men with stunted emotional
development, it is virtually the only way. For
others, sex is a form of indoor sports and for others
still, a way to express their hatred and contempt
for women. Procreation is as far from theirthoughts
as it is among the queerest of queers. Even the
hardline Roman Catholic church recognizes the
non-procreational aspect of human sexuality by
its advocacy of the rhythm method of birth control
and “natural” child spacing.
was
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Among those men who nonetheless claim to
sex only for the purpose of procreation, new
technology discreetly makes a mockery of their
fanaticism. In this ageofincreasingly discreet and

gays

female-controlled birth control methods, sex-for-

West

procreation-only purists are almost certainly selfdeluding. The prevalence of indigenous methods

least true that Western countries support gay

have

of birth control and abortion also
attest to

heterosexual men’s

historically
ignorance of the

realities of sex (see, for example,

Bradford 1991).
The procreation and health arguments of gaybashers do, ironically, once again draw attention
to important reasons to denounce, ostracize, and
criminalize heterosexual men. The overwhelming
majority ofchi Id sexual predators are heterosexual
men. More significantly in terms of numbers,
even “normal” straight men tend to practice sex in
utterly irresponsible ways. How many take
consistent precautions against spreading sexually
transmitted

diseases

and

HIV/AIDS

or

impregnating their partners? From the record,
many would rather endanger the lives of their
spouses and their own children than admit their
infidelity or infections. Many men would rather
satisfy a fleeting urge by unprotected sex with a
prostitute than “humiliate” themselves by
masturbation. Increasing numbers of men exploit
“street kids" or, among the affluent, travel abroad
as sex tourists precisely to avoid responsible,
mutual relationships with women.
Nor do heterosexual men infallibly accept
responsibi lity for abortions, for marriage, for health
care expenses, or for child maintenance when
pregnancy or illness happens to their “lovers.” to
say the least. Without denying that subcultures of
promiscuity and dangerous sex exist among
homosexuals, gay and lesbian sex is more
commonly a model of responsibility compared to
such widespread heterosexual practices.
Does this then confirm the fears of

some

correspondents in the Zimbabwean press that
gays and lesbians are seeking to proselytize their
lifestyles as .superior? That their propaganda will
lure our children into queerness in ever-growing
numbers? That they will impose their sexual
mores on Africa Just as they exercise
increasing
political and social power in the West? Humbug,
on all counts. To be sure, gays and lesbians in the
West now have a more visible and generally more
posi ti ve public profi le than ever before. Y et outside
of a few districts in a few major urban centres, and
beyond certain narrow, unifying causes,
homosexuals are in fact politically disorganized
and vulnerable. Gay and lesbian media are
routinely subjected to censorship and legal
harassment. Even in major centres, gay men are
exposed to violent, often murderous attacks by
homophobic gangs. Sodomy remains a criminal
offence in jurisdications across America.
Homosexuals can still legally be dismissed from
employment or discriminated against throughout
the West. Far from enjoying power and prestige.

and lesbians remain subject to bigotry,
persecution and ostracism, often including, most
painfully, from their own family members.
Ifgays are not as powerful or triumphant in the
as some

would have

us

believe, is it not at

rights as a means to undermine African culture
and to propagate Western values? Not at all.
Western

imperialism is not the slightest bit
rights for anyone, least of all
gays and lesbians. Western imperialism is about
sucking Africa dry for profits, it is about divide
and rule, and it is about feeling superiorby smugly
pointing out the ridiculous and tragic in “savage”
societies. Africans’ strident homophobia today
simply makes their "otherization” by Westerners
that much easier. Far from being scandalized by
interested in human

Zimbabwe’s “quaint” and self-destructive “antihomo” campaign, therefore. Western bankers are
much likelier to be amused and self-congratu latory:
let Them scapegoat

the gays while We scoop up

the lucre.-'

What then of the Bible? If all other arguments
fail, then surely at least the word of God can be
trusted.

Unfortunately, again, the evidence here is
interpret the few

mixed. Some churches do indeed

snatches of translations of translations which

appear to refer to homosexuality as proof that God
is against it. Literalists, for example, point to the
destruction of Stxiom and Gomorrah

(apparently
sodomy is not exclusively, nor even
predominantly, a homosexual practice). One can
only wonder, however, why does this particular
ambiguous passage take precedence over those
which say categorically “cast not the first stone.”
or “judge not that yet be not judged”?
Against such selective literalism, a dissident
Christian voice can increasingly be heard which
calls fortolerance of homosexuality. TTiisdissident
voice includes great theologians from around the
world, Africa included. They have argued for and
in some cases won the right for gay and lesbian
unaware

that

ministers to be ordained. Some churches
even

now

sanctify same-sex marriages. Does this mean

that the tensof millions of Christians who

belong
longer Christian?
If this scandalizes some Africans, they can
reflect that the hardline against homosexuals within
their own Christian churches is actually a fairly
recent historical development. Some of the most
prominent early Christian philosophers believed
that gay sex was actually superior (more refined,
to these

churches

“holier,”

more

are no

spiritual) than

sex

with

women, a

view which reflected attitudes that
in the “cradle of
As late

as

predominated
democracy” (ancient Greece).'*

the medieval

period, that is, after over

thousand years of Christianity, both the Eastern
Orthodox and the Roman Catholic churches had

a

special marriage ceremony to sanctify mutual,
loving same-sex relationships (Bo.swell 1994).
This was subsequently suppressed, not
coincidentally in conjunction with the ri.se of
a
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global capitalism.

Conclusion
dispassionately over the evidence of
history, science, sociology, and theology is to lose
confidence in the principal arguments in favour of
repressing the human rights of gays and lesbians.
In short, neither facts nor even logical thinking
provide unequivocal proof of the wrongness of
homosexuality. Why then do some Zimbabweans

how

homophobia in the culture relates to and
strengthens patriarchy in the culture.
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2.7% of the

are

population,

revision of Alfred

a stark downwards
Kinsey’s estimate (based on

1940s research) that 10% of men and 7% of women

exclusively homosexual. Laumann’s figueon
prevalence of bisexuality and self-identified
heterosexuals who have engaged in homosexual
behaviour is even more dramatically lower than
other studies (approximately 3-7%). Hite (1994),
for example, conducted an international survey
which included hundreds of people of African or
African-American descent. She found that nearly
60% of these boys and men admitted to having had
some kind of homosexual experiences in their lives
(versus 48% as.serted by K i nsey). Gi ven the ex treme
nature of the revision, and in view of its political
implications, we may justifiably be skeptical. For
the purposes of this discussion, however, 1 lake
such figures and the reliability of the methods
used to aiTive at them as basically irrelevant. As a
gay colleague of mine expressed it, "why should
one argue with numbers... we, i.e., the dykes and
faggots are here, end of argument, regardless of
how many we are. Nobody would dare to argue
were

the

other minorities, that is so-called ethnic minorities

with
'

figures.”

One statement of democratic

in.stilution, the World Bank. See Heise (1994) for

global overview of heterosexual men’s crimes
against women and children. A large literature
exists on the psychological and social origins of
heterosexual violence, again beyond the scope of
this essay. Two particularly suggestive studies
from the region, however, are Campbell (1992)
and Glasser (1992) which historize the rise of
specific subcultures of men’s violence against
a

women

in South Africa.

the African Studies Association

panel “Is there
homosexuality in Africa, and why does it matter?”,
Orlando, Nov., 1995, Foran exampleof a European
ethnographer report! ng on homosexual i ly i n A frica,
see Kirby (1942), who discreetly corroborates the
observations of a Portuguese explorer among the
Ovambo in the 18th century.
'’
For a missionary account

of African men’s
“immorality” see Junod (1962,originally published
in 1916). Recent

scholarly acknowledgements of
phenomenon can be found in Moodie (1988,
1994); van Onselen (1984); Harries (1990, 1994);
Coplan (1994); Gay (1985); Ndatshe and Sibuyi
(1993) and Achmat (1993). African cultural
chauvinists will no doubt note that this emerging
historiography on homosexuality comes
overwhelmingly from
the

principle comes
from the Southern African Gay and Lesbian Studies
Colloquium (Cape Town. Oct. 1995). This
conference resol ved that governments in the region
should “uphold the values of freedom, dignity,
and equality which inspired the recent struggle by
the Zimbabwean [Namibian etc] people.”
-The following analysis of homosexuality and
homophobia draws pri marily upon recent literature

contrast, will

which seeks to understand and “deconstruct” the

that South Africa’s

dominant discourses of

high level of industrial
development, broad
and lively civil society,
and rich history of
struggle simply make

masculinity in North
Europe. See especially Foucault
(1978), De'Cecco (1984), Ross (1985), Segal
America and

(1990), and Seidler (1991). At a less scholarly
level. Jackman (1990), Hite (1994), and St. John
(1994) advocate self-help, “recovery” approaches
to homophobia and masculinity which have
inlluenced my

analysis. The importance of
understanding sexuality in general as a
development issue for the ‘Third World” (and not
simply a social or cultural or “scientific” matter)
has become widely recognized since the onset of
the AIDS epidemic (see, for example, McFadden
1992; Harcourt 1993/94). Specific historical
studies of homosexual behaviour in Africa

arc

discussed below.
^

A

huge literature exists which theorises the
nature of homosexuality. Some of the debates are
reviewed in De Cecco and Shively (1985) and
Boswell (1991). On the specific question of
whether homosexuality is “contagious,” see De
Cecco and Elia (1993). The most recent research

white

population
(supposedlycoiTupting

imperialism, with
specific reference to imputed sexual mores and
gender relations. Hartmann (1995) makes this the
focus of his re.search upon German colonialism in

'’Again, a voluminious literature exists which
seeks to understand homosexuality in theological
terms.

world
roots

See Hasbany (1990) for an overview of
religions. Clark (1990) for homophobia’s

in the Judeo-Christian tradition, and Levan

(1990) for

a scholarly analysis of whether the
actually does justify considering
homosexualitysinful (no). Humaneinterpretations
of Islam similarly recognize homosexual
relationships as dignified, God-given expressions
of sexuality provided they are not promiscuous or
exploitative. On homo.sexuality in Islamic societies
in Africa, see Shepherd (1988) and Minces (1992).

Bible
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SeeBoswell(l980)and Halperin(1991)for
scholarly looks at gay sex in antiquity and the
early Christian era.B
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ANALYSIS DOMINATED BY NEGATIVE CRITICISM
Stephen J. Chifunyise

T

HEREMUSTbcmany cultural workers
in Southern Africa who found Ngugi
wa

Mirii’s article “Arts and Culture in

the Context of Economic

Development” in the

December/January 1995/1996 SAPEM, very
interesting. But there is no doubt that many, like
me, were surprised by the absence of positive
comments in this policy analysis as if the main
objective of the discourse was to contribute
another chapter in the thesis that nothing good
can ever come

from Africa.

many problems people
participating in this debate
and responding to Ngugi wa Mirii’s conclusions.
The first problem arises from the fact that 1 was
There

are

obviously

like me, face when

the chair of the SADC Music

Festival which

wa Mirii used to illustrate the conclusion
of his thesis on “the cultural sterility of the

Ngugi

African elite.”

My fear is that in providing data

and i n describi ng the context i n

which this regional
project was implemented. 1 may be mistaken for
the elite that does not accept criticism.
Secondly, being the head of the Ministry
responsible for the visual and performing arts in
Zimbabwe that Ngugi wa Mirii also uses to

and action.

Thirdly, the country has a vibrant and

very dynamic cultural environment and
institutions that provide a good base for cultural

policy analysis.
However, in this regard, one feels that
Zimbabwe does not benefit from this

dominantly as an example in Ngugi wa Mirii
analysis. First, Zimbabwe is the country whose
cultural development he should be most familiar
with. Secondly. Zimbabwe has hosted cultural

policy
analysis because she is treated like aculprit in an
area where she should be congratulated fortaking
initiatives in regional cultural projects and for
providing an environment where art flourishes
unhindered. The purpose of any policy analysis
should be to identify problems and suggest the
way forward so that society organises itself better.
Policy analysis that simply castigates all efforts
by political institutions and governments as
failure hardly benefits society but merely
contributes to the revival of nihilistic mentality

activities of the SADC which become relevant

in

i 1 lustrate what he sees as del iberate under fundi ng
of the arts, I risk

being seen as if 1 am writing
merely on defence of the Government of
Zimbabwe, and yet for the sake of fair policy
analysis, 1 should provide some facts which
sadly evaded Ngugi wa Mirii’s observations.
It

was

not

data in the

accidental that Zimbabwe

was

used

analysis of regional cultural policy

an era

of democratic self-realisation and

major

social progress.
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Unfortunately, one has to know the objective
particular policy and how it was formu lated
before one can effectively analyse it. Here, I
came to aconclusion that while Ngugi wa Mini’s
intentions seemed noble, he did not have adequate
dataandknowledgeoftheevents and institutions
he was evaluating. This is why, his article is
dominated by over-generalisation and sweeping
statements that can only point to inadequate
research necessary in effective policy analysis
of a

and casts doubts

on

the real intentions of this

policy analysis and its publication.
Ngugi wa Mirii states that there exists in
Zimbabwe, the

National Arts Council “whose

main

responsibility has been to promote and
developartsandculture." This is not correct. The
main responsibility of the National Arts Council
ofZimbabwe is to provide grants in-aid to national
arts organisations in order to promote the practice
and the teaching of the arts. No realistic cultural
policy can designate an institution to develop
culture. It is common knowledge that culture is
created by the people. If anything, institutions,
like arts councils, should be designed in such a
manner that they promote those aspects of the
practice and teaching of the arts which ensure that
the arts flourish.

By the time Ngugi wa Mirii wrote his article, it
knowledge that the Parliament of
Zimbabwe had provided the National Arts Council
was common

ofZimbabwe with two million Zimbabwe dollars

(US$2,162,00) for the period July 1995 to June
1996. Therefore, to claim that the institution has

budget of less than one million Zimbabwe
dollars annually seems like a deliberate
misrepresentation offactsforsomc strange reason.
With regards to the division of culture in the
Ministry of Sport, Recreation and Culture which
Ngugi wa Mirii says has funds mainly for “paying
untrained cultural offices”, the correct position is
a

that the bulk of the funds in the division goes
towards national activities such as cultural

promotion, workshops, festivals, exhibitions,
seminars, the payment of artists who perform at
state occasions and the implementation of bilateral
cultural exchange programmes. This again is
common knowledge as budget items of
government departments in Zimbabwe are public
data contained in the records of Parliamentary
debates. It is clear therefore, that if one does not

its recommendations to the annual

meeting of the

SADC Culture and Information Sector that

and Information by aZimbabwe national organising

Policy recommendations by the Ministers of
Culture and Information arc then considered by

Musicians, the Zimbabwe Association of Music

the Council of Ministers

policies the SADC Music Festival

of experts

and government officials called the
Regional Organising Committee for the SADC
ArtsandCulture Festival. This committee submits

40

comprising of the Zimbabwe Union of

Educators, the Zimbabwe Music Promoters

Association, the Zimbabwe Association of Gospel
Music, the Zimbabwe Jazz Committee, the

(SADC Ministers of
Foreign Affairs) who ultimately recommend
policies to the Summit of Heads of State and
Government that meets annually for that purpose.
Therefore, it is not correct to say that the

Zimbabwe

“SADC Cultural Secretariat

the National

responsible for
the conception and brain behind the SADC Music
Festival". Firstly, there is no such organ as the
was

National

Traditional

Dancers

Association, the Zimbabwe Association Choral

Societies, the National Arts Council ofZimbabwe,

Gallery ofZimbabwe, the Ministry of

Information, Posts and Telecommunication and
the

Ministry of Sport, Recreation and Culture.

SADC Cultural Secretariat, but the SADC

Since 1993, when Zimbabwe bidded to host the

Secretariat in Botswana and the SADC Culture

SADC Music Festival, teams of consultants and

“approved
policy decisions pertaining to the selection of
participating artists, duration and venues of the

representatives of the Sector Coordinator and the
Regional Organising Committee inspected the
proposed venues for the SADC Music Festival and
confirmed them as appropriate venues taking into
consideration the centrality of their location; the
type of light and sound equipment needed by
participating musicians; and thestateofthc facilities
and security.
Who in Zimbabwe agrees with Ngugi wa Mirii
that Mushandirapamwe Hotel, Stodart Hall and
Magamba Hall are appropriate venues for this

festival”, but the Summit of Heads of State and

international music festival? What international

and

Information

Sector

Coordinator

(Mozambique). Secondly, it is the member states
of the SADC who were responsible for the
“conception and brain behind the SADC Music
Festival”
a process which began in 1992 with
a meeting of ministers and officers in the cultural
sector held in Arusha, Tanzania. Thirdly, it was
—

not the

SADC Secretariat

nor

SADC Culture and

Information Sector Coordinator that

all

Government

musical events

were ever

held in these facilities in

through the Council of Ministers.
Fourthly, even though Zimbabwe Broadcasting
Corporation and the South African Broadcasting
Corporation were not able to join the SADC
Music Festival in recording the festival, the SADC
Music Directorate engaged two independent film
companies in the SADC to produce videos for
posterity and international distribution.

Bulawayo and Chitungwiza were
never considered for this
project, for many
logistical and budgetory reasons. This is why the

It is therefore evident that the weakness with

SADC Ministries of Culture and Information

the last fifteen years ? None.
Since 1993, it has been common

knowledge to
region that

all musicians in Zimbabwe and the
Harare had been chosen as the

venue

for the SADC

Music Festival.

wa Mirii’s policy analysis arose from the
fact that he did not have basic facts and knowledge

agreed to recommend to Council of Ministers that

about the structure and functions of SADC and its

festivals in any part

institutions.

run

Ngugi

Zimbabwean musicians be allowed to stage fringe

ofZimbabwe which would
concurrently with the official programme in

Ngugi wa Mirii’s article also suffered
from inadequate appreciation of the several
processes undertaken in the preparation and the
actual implementation of the SADC MusicFestival
Project. His assertion that Rufaro Stadium in

Festival, but a carefully considered decision of the

Mbare, Harare Gardens, Harare International

SADC Council of Ministers,

Conference Centre in the centre of Harare and the

involved process

1 Arts Theatre in Avondale

officials, and Ministers.

venues for the SADC

and irrational.

were

inappropriate

Music Festival is both baffling

Everyone who is familiar with the

Harare cultural scene, knows that these

Most of the

were

committee

usual venuesforintemationalmusicfestivals.

Directorate implemented were initiated through a
democratic structure that begins with the meeting

for the SADC Musie Festival

SADC Ministers of Culture and Information.

questionable.

of Heads of State and Government of the SADC.

venues

comprises specialist sub-committees and the

respect facts, one’s policy analysis becomes
The SADC Music Festival was a project of the
Community approved at the level of the Summit

The

recommended to the SADC Ministries of Culture

arc

the

Ngugi
wa Mirii indicates that Mushandirapamwe Hotel in
Highfield and G wanzura Stadium would have been
more appropriate venues.
And yet, there is no
major difference between Rufaro Stadium and
G wanzura Stadium except that one is in Mbare and
theotheris in Highfield. Mushandirapamwe Hotel,
is in fact a type of “beer outlet” which Ngugi wa

Harare. It

was

therefore not the decision of the

SADC Secretariat,

as

Harare should be

venue

Ngugi

wa Mirii claims, that
for the SADC Music

through a very
involving experts in culture,

Ngugi wa Mirii also claims that the SADC
Music Festival was bedevi led by poor selection of
artists.
This is in reference to a group of
Zimbabwean musicians who held a demonstration
duri ng the festi val demanding that they be included
in theZimbabweandelegation. TheZimbabwean
delegation to the SADC Music Festi val was shortlisted by a national selection committee chaired
by the Zimbabwe Union of Musicians, and
involved the Zimbabwe Association of Gospel

Mirii discusses earlier in the articleas venues which

Music, the Zimbabwe Association of Choral
Music, the Zimbabwe Jazz Committee, the

undermine the status of

Zimbabwe Association of Choral Societies, the

performing artists.
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National Arts Council and the

Ministry of Sport,

musicians of the SADC to meet and contribute

Recreation and Culture.

This committee

to

national

—

organising committee which in turned
delegation to the Government

recommended the
of Zimbabwe.

building of the Community through

culture.

recommended the final list of Zimbabwean
musicians for the SADC Music Festival to the

the

—

Sport facilities such

as

Therefore, to refuse to accept a delegation of
mtisicians selected by representatives of musicians

than 300 Zimbabwean musicians and

using a very democratic process that took months
to achieve, is to deny the validity of democracy

companies in the country involved in the
provision of sound and light equipment,
transport and accommodation.
The Zimbabwe National Organising

who demonstrated against
selected Zimbabwean
delegation to the SADC Music Festival chose to
engage in “grumbling and bickering” as Ngugi wa
Mirii asserts, were given prominence by the local
mass media instead of discussing the selection
procedure, it was a painful reminder ofhow difficult
it is for many people, even in the media, to accept
the principles of democracy.
The factthattheonly mediate ports that featured
during the SADC Music Festival centred around
complaints by Zimbabwean musicians who
wanted to be included in thedelegation, is indeed
purpose. When those
the democratically

technicians, and provided business to many

a

sad statement that the local media found it

difficult to

SADC
more

appreciate that the festival was a
Project involving the participation of

than 300 musicians from ten SADC States.

—

Committee for the SADC Music Festival
was

made of

the

representati ves of Government,
parastatals and national music

associations.

What better example of
solidarity between government and artists
does one need? This project illustrated
clearly the policy of SADC of involving the
people of the SADC in implementing
SADCprojects.
How does one justify a policy that suggests
as Ngugi wa Mirii does that Zimbabwe Union
of
Musicians which he says is “today
very weak and without office” should have
bcnefitted from this regional project whose budget
was

Those who are

precise and well-know.

familiar with the

history of the Zimbabwe Union

Ngugi wa Mirii claims that the SADC Music
Festival neither achieved short nor long-term

of Musicians know that financial

results. And yet in

and offices

this

was

another sentence, he says that
“a brilliant cultural event” where

participating musicians “displayed the talent and
richness of the SADC Culture through their songs
and dance”. This is clearly a contradiction which
renders his thesis pointless. The fact that he does
analyse the eight objectives of the Festival; the
fact that he does not recognise that this was the
first ever Community Project in the culture subdoes not acknowledge that
days 300 musicians performed, and held
workshops and seminars and that he does not
quote, in his assessment, a single musician who
took part in the festival, should clearly convince
everyone that this policy analysis was an attempt
at dismissing a very significant cultural project in
the programmes of building SADC.
When Ngugi wa Mirii argues that while All
Africa Games enabled Zimbabwe to upgrade her
sporting facilities and that SADC Music Festival
sector; the fact that he

for ten

“did not benefit Zimbabwean musicians
the

nor

built

so badly needed between
Government and artists” it is quite clear that he
is
—

solidarity

unaware of the following:
While All Africa Games were wholly

totally

funded
by Zimbabwe the SADC Music Festival was
funded by member states of the SADC and
their cooperating partners. The festival was
not held in Zimbabwe in order to improve
Zimbabwe’s infrastructure but to enable

Sapem March. 1996

resources to

enable the union establish an effecti ve secretariat
were provided, four years ago, by
NORAD and the National Arts Council of

Zimbabwe. That is
divert financial

as

it should be and not to
for

regional project
to a local arts organisation just because “it is very
weak and has

resources

no

a

offices”.

Ngugi wa Mirii says that a little contribution
towards the funding of the SADC Music Festival
came

from the SADC countries and that in the

main,

the funding came from the European
Union and NORAD. What hedoes not appreciate

is the

magnitude of the project and the enormous
resources provided by member states
who met the transport costs for their delegations
to and from Harare; paid fees to all their musicians
and spent money in mounting programmes for
selecting musicians to the festival. In any case
this was an excellent example of collaboration
between SADC and the cooperating partners,
which our cultural analyst should be familiar
with as they become aware of the objectives and
operations of the SADC.
In another section of the article Ngugi wa
Mirii argues that the “funding of the arts and
cultural activities has not only been divorced
from the mainstream of economic development
of the region, but has also been left to the mercy
ofcharitabledonoragencics”. There are problems
with this line of thinking. Firstly, it does not
recognise the important fact that policies

financial

resources

towards

and urban and rural

the National Sports
Stadium, and Rufaro Stadium are also major
facilities for massive consumption of music.
The SADC Music Festival employed not less

and the democratic structures established for this

responsible for financial

education, transport, housing, social services,

development etc. are
important components of fiscal policies directed
at culture. We must recognise the dimension of
cultural development in other socio-economic
programmes.

Secondly, to see the support to the cultural
by cooperating partners and donors as a
"sign that elite and political leadership i n Africa
has left the pi votal aspect of human development
to foreigners” is simplistic and inadequate
appreciation of the dynamics of cooperation
and partnership that characterise the culture of
sector

bilateral aid.

We cannot

as

African artists

define and promote

such concepts as theatre for
development, and community theatre than decry
the preference by donor agencies for the use of
the performing arts to promote HIV/AIDS
education, family planning and other
development related activities. On one hand,
we discourage art for art’s sake while on the
other, we claim that funding of the arts in the
service of development is killing the creativity
of the artist.

This is

And yet, we must

a

serious contradiction.

acknowledge that there

are

many examples of donor funded theatre, music
and dance companies that tour our countries
and undertake international performances with
programmes which do not deal with AIDS
education, and family planning, but deal with
many other themes of the socio-political and
cultural nature. Donors do not force artists to

accept their financial support. It is
choose to request

artists who

donors and to choose themes

they think

arc on the agendas of donors.
To argue that local films such as Neria would
have been more entertaining if they did not deal
with development issues, is as if to say that
entertaining films cannot deal with development
issues and problem-solving situations. Indeed,
to say that Neria was funded by donors for its
“content rather than for its cultural perspective”
raises the question of whether cultural
perspectives are themselves not developmental.
In any case every film is made for a purpose and
to argue that films deal with development

problems

are

less artistic than those which do
complex debate on what is

not initiate a very
art and for

what is art used in the African

context.

Finally, being an artist who is also a bureaucrat
familiar with how SADC works, I hope that 1
will not be

regarded as using this knowledge
unfairly to disadvantage policy analysts like
Ngugi wa Mirii who may not be fortunateenough
to

know these aspects.

be,

Whatever the case

may

should regard this debate as a

healthy
exercise in reviewing the roleof policy analysts in
our development process.
This is a major role
SAPEM is already playing.B
one
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MARGINALISING FEMALE LEADERSHIP
A Black Feminist

Analysis of The Million Man March

Angela C. Williams

O

NTHE heelsofthe Million Man March,
held

October 19,1995

organized by
Benjamin Chavis and others, it is
important to understand that the event was meant
to have lasting implications for the leadership
and perception of the African-American
community. As such, our analysis of the Million
Man March,

and

on

as

meta-event, needsto be revisited,

understanding of its implications
examined. Black feminists, and emerging young
our

feminists must contextualize this event and what

(Terborg-Penn, 1986)
The early presence of women’s activism,
documented by the works of the women
themselves dates back to the 1830s. (GuySheftall, 1995) Anna J. Cooper’s work, A ’Voice
from the South written in 1892 was among the
leading work of the time to document the
importance of simultaneous approaches to race
and gender oppression. Cooper’s analysis also
eluded to the class disparities between urban
women

in the north and rural

women

in the south,

certain

depictions of Black life in America are
inappropriate. Hurston’s work, most notably
Their Eyes Were Watching Cor/written in 1937
centered around the unit|ue experiences of rural
African-American women attempting to
empower them.selves through self-discovery.
Hurston was silenced during the heyday of the
renaissance and her work was out of print for
several years until she experienced her own
renaissance in the 1970s
of Black

women

in addition to herearly pan-African consciousness.
Cooper was one of two women to attend the first

and literature.

progressive agenda for collective action in the

Pan-African conference held in London in 1900.

of the 195()s and 6()s

African- American

However, Cooper’s contribution to the

viewed

it

means

It is
context

for those who seek to establish

a

community.
important to understand the historical
of the continual male

overshadowing,

marginalizing of female leadership in the
African- American context. Feminist ideology,
although it may not have been labeled as such,
has been a part of the African-American
landscape since Africans were brought to the
or

Americas. “Passive”

as

well

as

direct forms of

resistance by African American women to the
exigencies of slavery are well documented.

development of early Pan-African consciousness
in America is overshadowed by the public
emphasis on the work of W. E. B. Dubois.
Ida B. Wells-Barnett and herearly work on the
anti-lynching campaigns in the South aLso
highlights the importance of a combined race
and gender analysis to the oppression faced by
African Americans. Wells-Barnett engaged in
extensive research and documented
acts of

numerous

lynching of Black

men. Wells-Barnett
understood and articulated

that these

lynching

were

linked to the subordination
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Harare
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due to the link between
the acts of

Barnett’s forcefu Iness was
welcome within the

leading civil rights
organization of the time,
for the Advancement of

Colored

People) NAACP
ousted by W. E.
B. Dubois, then president
in the early 20th century,

and
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African

result of the work

Similarly, during the civil rights movement
treated

women

were

still not

central to the

leadership of
struggles against American segregation.
Most notably, Ella Baker, who was central to
the creation of the leading organisations of the
era, the Southern Christian Leadership
or

as

the

Conference (SCLC), and (The Student NonViolent Coordination Committee) SNCC.

Many would argue that Baker chose to be
behind the scenes, which is clear from her own
writing. However, the lack of public recognition
leadership, her desire
to develop leadership through SNCC, and
loathing of the self-promotion .seen in many of
the civil rights leaders of the time, has resulted
in the historical marginalisation of her
contrihution as organizer.
of her contributions and

It is also ironic that the former head (SNCC)

StokelyCarmicheal, the organisation that Baker
created to develop young leadership catapulted
him to public leaderehip. It is equally ironic,
that Carmicheal is credited with making the
statement that the woman’s position in the
Black power movement is "prone” during his
days with the Black Panther Party. This
statement is
as

touted in Black Feminist literature

the shibboleth of women’s treatment

the Black Power Movement

as

during

well.

The work of

was

Brown

Angela Davis, as well as Elaine
(despite its other problems) point out the

subordination of women within the Black Panther

party and other movements of the time. These '
works

should

be

contrasted

with

the

autobiography of Assata Shakur that does not
illustrate this same level of gender degradation.

Americans, the Harlem

Much of this distinction is due to the different

Renai.ssance,

was not

Panther chapters

from class

as

well

free
as

gendersubordination. The
marginalization of the
work

Telex: 22007 ZW

lynching and

accusations of rape by
white women.
Wells-

the (National Association

Dar-es-Salaam
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sexuality

and the supremacy of
white female sexuality,

not
-
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of Black Male

as a

involved in women’s studies

of

Zora

Neale

Hurston, primarily by
Richard
Native
the

Wright author of
Son, symbolized

presumption that

approaches and should be seen
chapter distinction rather than an
organizational position.
as

a

Nonetheless, the invisibility of women as
“leader” within the context of the Black Power
Movement is also

important to note. The
visibility of Angela Davis and Assata Shakur
has more to do with theirarrests and high profile
trials than an organizational position on gender
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gender liberation. The Panthers represented
vigilant re-inscription of patriarchal notions of
leadership and structures that have still not been
fully analysed and discussed in the literature
about the period. This patriarchal structure was
seen as prescriptive to the humiliation
experienced by Black males under white
oppression in America. This approach was also
seen as a response to the “weak” position of the
civil rights movement and its non-violent
approach that only resulted in the violent
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King and

MOTHER OF ALL EATING

a

others.
With this historical back drop,
men

the call for Black

to “return to their communities” and once

again become the leaders and community clearly
pattern. Advanced capitalism is far
too sophisticated not to take advantage of this
oversight. Presumptions of male superiority
loom large in the underlining message of the
March.
The disregard for the examples of
integrated race and gender analysis created by
Wells- Barnett as well as feminist ideology
promoted by Fredrick Douglass and sometimes
Dubois, provide paradigms which challenge this
trend.
Unfortunately, these models are not
presented as alternatives. If an integrated race
and gender analysis is not viewed
essential to
the liberation of African-American people, those
who seek to further oppress African-American
people will use this oversight to spark
controversy. Ironically, the organisers, who
conceded to include women on the dais only
after concern was expressed by women, seem
not to recognise that an integrated approach is
responsible, most egalitarian, and the most
progressive means of attacking oppression in the
recreates this

The March’s intent does little to move

men

and

beyond the notions of leadership presented
men who participated, who

above. Some of the

do seek to benefit their communities, will

hopefully

see

forward in

a more

or not

tell.

these contradictions and move
egalitarian manner. Whether
this will actually happen, only time will

In the face of this call, women who are

clear about their role, their contributions and
their abilities will continue to

challenge racial
oppression, class oppression and patriarchy
both within and outside of the

American

African-

community.®
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Play Improvised and Performed by Gonzales Scout (Lesotho)
Reviewed by Owen Seda

“Mother Of All Eating” is basically a play on
corruption in the top echelons of the civil
.service. In tackling this subject. Scout, an
obviously highly talented and innovative

consisting only of a chair on centre stage and
an occasional table positioned on the left. The
sound of cars driving off and telephone bells
ringing is imitated through the actors’s vocal
chords. The presence of other characters is
established through mime and tonal variations.
The audience is then made to live vicariously
the self demise of this cancerous system by the
play’s ending which depicts the chief engineer
being assaulted in his house by the director of
the Tender Board who apparently has not been

dramatist, makes

able to receive his

N THURSDAY

16 and

Friday 17
University of
Zimbabwe was treated to something of a
novelty in the form of a solo play performance by

o

November 1995, the

Gonzales Scout,
was

a

dramatist from Lesotho who

in the country

for the Savanna Arts Mbare

Festival 1995.

use

of the

one

-

hander

dramaturgy to the extent that although there is
only one actor on stage, the stage is peopled by
several other characters

whom

we

become

accultured

into

African

government.
In Scout’s

play, government offices become
metaphor of the sort of largesse
that limitless corruption can bring to the chief
engineer. The principal action in this play
revolves around the chief engineer, his friend
Joe, the principal secretary, the director of the
the maternal

Tender Board and the minister of works.
Between these five characters, operates an
elaborate network of corruption

that is hinged
crossing, unfair
advantage and kick-backs. For instance, the
chief engineer boasts of twelve cars in his
stable while the government hospital is without
pain-killers. Even the minister is the one who
reads first before he signs. Most simply sign
without reading. Joe dies a pauper, having
on

inflated contracts, double

refused to award

a

$30 million

both

literal and

a

on

metaphoric level.

contract for a

For instance, the chief

engineer boasts of

twelve cars in his stable while the government

hospital is without pain-killers.

Though brilliant, the play’s overall effect
however marred in

some instances by the
faltering voice projection especially
when one considers that a solo performance
would require a very strong stage presence at
all times. In addition, running for considerably
more than one hour, the play became a trifle
too long. There is a danger that concentration
may begin to wane towards the end.
The fore-going does not, however, in any
way severely detract from Gonzales Scout’s
creativity. Scout is a full-time actor and the
production under view is one among fourother
one man plays that he has done.
Scout has
considerable i nternational exposure and he has
had his works»performcd in South Africa and
Europe. A unique feature of his works also is
was

actor’s

that he directs them himself:
his works, “Mother Of All

Like the rest of

Eating” is governed

by the realist convention and hence extensive
research goes into the play’s evolution. His art
then becomes

social

caricatured.

result of

being

share of the loot. The

system therefore becomes self-destructive

job that could have been easily don^ for $3
million.
In short, African government is
It

own

are

compelled to see through the use of mime,
gesture, and facial contortions. The play itself
is highly relevant to Africa where selfaggrandisement has become the prime
motivating factor for politicians to get into
government. Hence, those who finally get into
office literally sweep the board as Scout so
eloquently puts it. It is as if the back-hander
has

African-American context.

women

A Solo

a

commentary on contemporary

experience.

Scout’s visit to Zimbabwe
a

chance

came

meeting (during

about
one

as a

of his

a one-man play. Scout makes
of the narrative technique which

shows in Maseru) with Titus Moetsabi the

incidentally is a major feature of African story-

invited him to the Savanna Arts Mbare Festival

telling theatre. Even the setting is austere.

1995.®

extensive

use

programmes

director at Savanna Arts who then
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FRAGMENTING WOMYN’S
BODIES — BREAST-FEEDING
Patricia McFadden

I

WANT to raise

a

few

polemical questions

around the issue of

womyn’s bodies and
the right of choice in relation to HIV/
AIDS in the South, but especially in Africa. I
know that for most people, breast-feeding has

relation to cars, swim-suits, jeans, etc.

white tourists, as well

when I hear Africans

their societies

breasts

However,
naming the selling of our

‘African culture’ —it becomes clear

are

as

feed the

myth that

the last bastions of ‘authentic

that the exoticization of Black womyn’s breasts

Africa’, many Africans will continue to treat
the abuse and misrepresentation of Black

is

womyn’s bodies as ‘normal and natural’. When

and the breastsof Black womyn are represented
in either erotic terms -on post-cards that are

a central part of patriarchal control and
appropriation over us. What the white
photographer does is simply sel 1 what countries

like Swaziland tout

that vicious, illusive male who rears his head so

aimed

representation’ of Africanness.

become

a

at

naturalised female ‘African trait’,

tourist

consumption,

or as

udders,

of that

magical ‘mothers’ milk. Both
representations are highly problematical yet
taken for granted as ‘normal’.
sources

Erotisising Black Womyn’s Breasts
For Black

womyn’s breasts to be erotisised,
they have to look in a certain way - young, Finn,
up-right and accessible. A commodity to attract
white tourists by, contlrming the ‘nativeness’
of Africa, and of African womyn in particular.
What always amazes me is that in our severely
sexually repressed societies, where just
speaking about sexuality and sex is considered
taboo (something which sex-starved feminists
presumably indulge in), so many Africans
casually view representations of womyn’s
naked bodies
breasts
as though it were
simply a landscape of the African veld.
The erotisization of Black womyn’s breasts
is posed as being outside the erotic pale of
Black men, who accept that white male and
female photographers can come to this
continent, .sexually appropriate our bodies and
display them on post-cards, without even
recognising our names, while we casually
—

swivel the stands

—

on

which

are

bodies

are

displayed and think nothing of it. In fact, it has
become the

norm

to label Black womyn on

such

post-cards ‘Nubian girl’, ‘Malian maiden’
are treated like
people with no names
and identities, exotic objects to be plucked out
of the native wilderness and .sold at a price on
the post-card stands of hotel lobbies and
international airports. And, we never see a
penny of what these white ‘vultures’ make out
of selling our breasts. We are unknown and
nameless, and they arc the takers of our exotic
etc. We

hears Africans say

but it is
‘African’ to expose the breasts of young Black
womyn as objects of ‘beauty’. For a long time,
1 was of the impression that capitalism was the
main culprit in thecommoditisation of womyn’s
bodies
selling off fragments of ourselves in
one

—
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as

Feminists

‘national cultural

a

are

Black womyn expressownenshipof their bodies,
and

wear

thei r bodies as

they choose, culture —

often, spitting out vernom and malice in perverse
abundance—becomes the big stick with which

sluts

And yet when 1, as a modern African womin
wear a low-cut dress that shows my breasts, or

see-through blouse that clearly reveals the
of my breasts. 1 immediately become
the object of several reactions. One, is that
other womyn become uncomfortable with my
‘exposure’ and will whisper about how blatant
1 am, how ‘un-African’ my dress code is, and
a

to

keep

in line.

womyn

Face of Black Nationalism
And

thighs

do not

tradition stand tall at the gates of patriarchy,
convinced that the role they play is a critical

about
rarely
sees pictures of Black womin’s
thighs—except
maybe as she crouches around a fire, partially
covered by a brightly printed cloth, in her
nurturing, motherstance. However, when Black
womyn even give the si ightest hint of .sensuality
in relation to their thighs. Black men take on
amazing attitudes.
Let me share a very recent experience 1 had
in the local supermarket. I was standing behind
a young Black man
who was dressed like a

and es.sential for the

worker, in denim overalls that

contours

howun-cultured 1 have become. Oh, it must be
that feminism of hers'

they confidently assert,

vindicated in the belief that feminism is
‘western’ and

‘foreign’. The gate-keepers of

protection of ‘African

identity’.

our

them. Even white

waist. His chest
fastened the

—

men

was

say a word
know that. One

are

cut-off at the

bare because he had

not

zipper of his jacket, and wore no
was a hot
mid-morning. As 1

under-clothes. It

waited in the queue,
The other reaction is from

become excited
at the

men

—

who may

by the possibility of glimpsing

breasts of

a

feminist

—

(You

mean

she

actually has ‘boobs’, 1 always thought she was
Hat-chested. Only flat-chested, frustrated
womyn become feminists, and they hate men,
they repeat to themselves in self-conviction).
Those who are not confused by the phenomenon,

I overheard him tell the

young woman behind the till to button the last
button on her dress because her slip was

showing. Not her fiesh, not her thighs. Just the
edge of her petticoat. Shcobligingly tucked the
recalcitrant button into place, and proceeded
with her job.
1 simply could not resist the temptation, so 1
leaned

over

the man’s shoulder and told him

also find solace in the final confirmation that

leave her alone. If she wanted to

feminists are sluts. How else docs aconservati ve

that way, what
didn’t he zip up

African male (and many

so-called progressive
ones by the way) explain the public exposure of

me

wear

to

her dress

business was it of his. Why
his jacket'? He turned towards

with absolute

written all

over his

face,

that I did not know what 1

was

scorn

her breast? We all become frustrated whores

and told

who, because of our subversive behaviour,

talking about. He had the right, he said, to tell

then dismissed
These
when

presence.

Then

as

a

are

as

are

being desperate to find men.
are expressed

the sentiments that

Black womin chooses to show her

breasts

publicly. As long as white men
photograph our bodies and sell bits of us on
card-stands, that is alright — it is good for
tourism and it is ‘African culture’. As long as
national airlines

tbem.selves and

use

push

an

our

breasts

to

sell

image of nativene.ss to

me

the womin how to dress because he is

a

Black

and a Zimbabwean. 1 was a ‘muzungu’
and an outsider, who should shut up.
man,

Well, since his allegations were not new to
(1 have been called worse on the pages of

me

SAPEM), 1 proceeded to infomi him, in Ndebele,
that 1 was actually a Black Zimbabwean, and
that 1 too had fought for this country. I reminded
him that

we

did not all have

to

look like him to
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rightfully in this country, and he had to stop
himself as the yard-stick of

be

fore the

highly technical and unfriendly

using

character of medical science in relation to

Zimbabweaness and Africanness. Once he had

most

surprise at my being able to
speak Ndebele, he began to apologise, and
quickly took his stuff and left the store.
Evei^one around us seemed to be stunned —
maybe because our exchange had opened up a
dangerous window for womyn to take a closer
look at the nasty face of nationalistic maleness.

that field. The medicalisation of HIV and the

gotten over his

Whateverlhe

fortheirnon-responses,
importance of that encounter for me was
that it clearly revealed the blatant Black
reasons

‘hot
have

i f not all

people who are not ‘knowers’ in

pursuit’ strategies that medical scientists
adopted in trying to get to the virus, have

resulted in the commodification of

bodies to the extent that

our

womyn’s

breasts

are

discussed

only in terms of what they can
produce. The entire debate about breastfeeding isoccurringin a manner which ‘others’

the

womyn. fragmenting our bodies and making
the nurturing functions of our breasts the most

nationalism which is assumed to be inherent in

important thing about

Black malencss. Just because he is a Black

when Black womyn are poor

regardless of whether he knows a
hasany relationship with her—
he thinks that he can abbrogate unto himself the
right to tell her how to look. And he was not
unusual. In fact, he is typical of Black men who
assume that their blackness and maleness gi ves
them the right to be gods over all womyn, and
especially over Black womyn.

Their breast milk then becomes the only

male

—

wominoreven

Black Womyn’s breasts as

‘Other’

However, there is the other representation of
Black

womyn’s breasts, which is linked to the

construction of us
is

common

as nurturers

to see

and mothers. It

Black womyn's

breasts

publicly exposed while they breast-feed, and
our breasts in particular have becotnc the centre
of global and national policies concerning HIV
transmission to infants. Breast-feeding has
become an obligation imposed on womyn
becau.se they birth the species. I want to take
a look at some of the political implications of
this kind of appropriation and fragmentation
of womyn’s bodies, and link it to the
increasingly narrow spaces of choice and
autonomy for Black womyn in particular.
In nature, various body parts are as.sociated
with specifie functions related to the survival
of any species. Birds lay eggs and have wings
to fly. It is part of their apparel of survival.
Women carry the foetus and nur.se it —
something quite common to mammals, by the
way. However, in human societies, this
particular part of womyn’s bodies has been
exoticized and .socially constructed as ‘natural’
but in a patriarchal, appropriational manner.
In this process, our breasts have become the
medium of our relationships with the babies
that we birth. They have become appropriated
from the totality of our selves. And demands
that womyn breast-feed have become
something that global bodies like the World
Health Organisation (WHO) assumes it has
the right to insist upon, and when this issue is
linked with HIV infection in Africa
becomes rife with arrogant
male

politics.

HIV has, among

46

then it

and patronising

other things, brought to the

us.

This is more .so
and infected.
thing

they have to redeem themselves from

that

their state of uncleanness.

them with the virus, and breast-milk has

been

linked to

.scro-negativity in infants during the
first two years of life), it is WHO. through its
Reproductive Health research sector, which is
busy developing the anti-fertility vaccine, which
operates through womyn’s immune systems,
making them reject the male spenn and thereby
inhibiting conception. The politics of the antifertility vaccines are serious, and we better take
of them. Otherwise

note

we

will be

a rare

species i n the 21 st century. That is the objective
of global population control.
Therefore, womyn are made to feel guilty
that they have birthed achild while carrying the
HIV viais, and in.stead of governments taking
the responsibility of saving these womyn’s
lives through adequate care provision and by
creating conditions in which womyn can make

This representation of the Black womyn’s
body as dirty and diseased is not new. In fact,
counterpo.sed with the essenti.alised notions of
nativeness (which post-cards of ‘age of
innocence’ nubile Black breasts are supposed
to reflect) is the stereotype of the promiscuous,
lewd, and lusty Black female, who ‘eats up’
men
Black and white. The kind ofdisgusting
stereotype that runs through the pages of

certain choices about themselves and their

Dambudzo Marechera’s sick narratives about

am

—

Black womyn

in ‘Black Sunlight’ and all his

other works.

And it is these perverse

representations which
the issue of Black

rear

their heads when

womyn’s breasts

are

discussed in relation to HIV infection.

babies

Black womyn are

being bombarded
propaganda that is guilt-inducing and
patronising, to say the least. No one is saying
that womyn .should not brea.st-feed. Nor am 1
saying that breast milk is not an important
ingredient in the reversion process for babies
from sero-positive to sero-negative status. That
—

with

would be foolish, and 1

status

that

an

supposed to be the highest
African womin can aspire to

today, at the end of one of the most
revolutionary centuries in the human memory.
We are still tied—through paintings, political
rhetoric, development brochures and general
definitions of who the African woman really
is
to images of us carrying babies on our
backs, or feeding them from our breasts. In
fact, the other day some religious
fundamentalists came to my door, trying to
sell the trash that they peddle around our
even

—

neighbourhoods, and of the three womyn in
white and one was a
young Black womin, with a baby strapped on
her back. She was supposedly
the
authenticating signifier for their message.
This image has been reified, glorified and
the group, two were

used in all sorts of
therefore

manners

to

insist that

African womyn, we

have to
sanctity of birthing — even as
our governments collude
with global
population control agencies to restrict and
repress our fertility as Black Womyn. Whilst
on the one hand, WHO is busy telling poor
African womyn that they owe it to their babies
to breast-feed them (after all, they infected
as

maintain the

foolish. What 1

AIDS.

The

HIV Infected Mothers
Motherhood is

am not

.saying is that the politics of HI V and breastfeeding is embedded in cultural and racist as
well ascla.ssistrepresentation.sof Black womyn,
the poor in particular. That must be understixKl
as a critical part of the discussion on HIV and

Right To Be

Choice, that critical

resource

which the state,

churches and

global agencies sojealously keep
womyn away from, must be realisable for all
womyn. The right not to have children in the
absence of a cure for AIDS must be seriously
considered, and

we

have to

remove

the notion

of womanhood from that of motherhood, so

live in their respective
stigmas associated
with not being a breeder. Womyn must be able
to terminate unwanted pregnancies as a matter
of choice and right, and the life-threatening
exi.stence of HIV/AIDS makes this right and
choice even more urgent and critical.
Womyn’s bodies cannot continue to be
that womyn can

communities free of the

represented in exotic and erotic images on
the

one

hand, while

our

breasts

are

treated

like udders, discussed for the

quality of milk
they are expected to produce on the other.
The appropriation and fragmentation of
womyn’s bodies is a central element in the
control and ownership that men exercise over
us, and it must be problemati.sed and resisted.
HIV provides a tragic entry point to this
necessary and long-overdue di.scourseon our
bodies and ourselves
wherever

we

as

Black

womyn

are.B
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DEBATES AND
VIEWPOINTS
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AMERICAN RELIGIOUS IMPERIALISM
Owen Sichone

T

HE tlmVefsäl Ghurci) of God fUC) in
The American religious mafia and iheir
Brazil hassbockedthedoroinantRomanv subsidiaries abroad steal from the poor to give to
Gathdltc church with its Successful
therich.Danglihgthécarrotofmoneyinfrontof

ihe Lord. Hymns closely resembling American
rock or gospel music and rock stars for Jesus are
marketed in the same say as their satanic

campaign: to wihOhe hearts and minds of the
Brazilian people. The American style religious

the hungry, the sick and the weary, presenting
theirown affluence as proofofanswered prayers,
razzmhtäZZOf UCpräyefmeetingsattractsyoung
they squeeze every little cent that they can from
cpnverasandalsbmakesfheancient:rituhisofthe f their victims; inthoiorm of tithes,;sus|$criptions
papists look dull and ineffective; When one of to magazines and newsletters, books, musie
the EG tclevisioneyangeliSta: wasiseenikiOkirtg .; xasSeliesandallsortsofJesusmerchandise.New
andbclittlingastatueof Brazirspatronsaim.the
recruits are quickly given boxes of trinkets and
Catholics were infuriated by this act. Not long
(old to be hawkers for Jesus.

counterparts.

after that, it

was revealed that leaders of the UC
The UC in South Africa advertises itself
misappropriated Tundsiand were being i exClusiyely in fhq poor Black community and
investigated for other crimes as welh including : promotes itselfwith the slogan: Stop Suffering. It
sexual and drug related ones.
publishes examples of women who prayed for
Devefo]irhetjfs in Brazil demonstrate that car? and got them, never mind how. Others even
Arheriean religious companies have grown from
prayed for mansions. Why this emphasis on
Bibib-beifrevivalcircusestomulti-raillibndollar
material goods? This formula is repeated
fflultmätiohal ebrpofatiobs: specialising in the
successfully all over the world.

an

had

the campaign particularly suspicious is the manner
in which poorpeopie who come topray for belter
health are handed envelopes which they put their
hard earned money. People who dO; not have
money will not have their prayers answered. No

sale of J4suS/

L:|ke sharks following slave ships

aicroskthe AÖantic these;

There have always been religious activists in
.society and even religious entrepreneurs posing

Shepherd Mimstriex as prophets of one sort or another, but the cunent
fF/vjfypd organisations, go wherever the IMF global movement; is part of American cultural
and V/brldfjankis Icflyband the state’s ability
influéncebnthc world. The L:uin mass has been
to proyide;;social services has; been destroyed, : replaced by American English chants and Praise
MC and The L»nl

ix

Mv

The slogan Stop Suffering lays the blame for
human suffering on sin/; This i absolves bad
governance and IMF conditionalities, business
greed and harmful technologies. The problem is
in the heart. What then is the solution? Tithes,
prayer and fasting, in thalorder. Fair enough. But
wheredothetithesgo?Tobuy thebrolherminister

expensive car and a set of .suits? What makes

miraclewithoutnnance?DidJcsuseversayihat?
Banning .such organisations would not be
democratic and is therefore not even worth

considering, but taxing the Jesus mafia heavily
would at least ensure that .some ofthe money they
steal from the people returns lo ihe needy and in
any case, Caesar is allowed to take that which

belongs to him.B

A
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HUMAN RIGHTS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
Marina d’Engelbronner-kolff

HE CONCEPT of human

T

defined

been

in

rights has

various

ways,

depending on the context, the economic,

social and

political as well as the historical and
geographical environment. The 1994 Vienna
World Conference on Human Rights and the
1995 Beijing Women’s Conference have
obviously shown a similar picture. Regularly,
voices can be heard arguing that human rights,
including women’s rights, are foreign to African
culture and tradition.

The
are,

question arising is whether human rights

therefore truly universal or whether they are

indicativeofWestem influence. Are human rights
form of

legal and political neo-colonialism
imposed by the West on the rest of the world? Do
human rights mean anything to the people of

a

Southern Africa?
While historically, human rights have been
developed in the West in a socio-economic context
(reflecting the struggle of the bourgeoisie) in the
sense that they are maced from the ancient Greece
and Rome, that they were translated in written
form and that the ideas

were

carried to other parts

of the world since the 17th century, we cannot

deny that philosophically and conceptually, human
rights defined in a broad sense are not purely
Western.
Concepts of dignity, justice, and
community rights and duties, although based on a
philosophy of communalism rather than
individualism,

are

rooted in African and other

philosophies as well. An analysis of the customs
and customary laws of the various communities
living in Southern Africa confirms this. In the
vein, A. An-Na’im has emphasised that:
For one thing, truly ‘traditional’ African

.same

cultures also included mechanisms and

safe-guardsfor the realisation and protection of the same needs and interests of the
individual and the community which are
provided for by ‘modern’ human rights
norms.

It is important,
in

a

however, to place these concepts
social and historical context, as they are

shaped and changed in the process of time:
human rights as they arc now; they were not that
well-formulated, recognised, analysed, and
human in the sense of applying to every human
being. Or as Shivji argues in the context of the
universality of western human rights concepts;
Once, human rights conceptions are placed
in their historical context, it is clearly seen
that important historical declarations of
rights were a kind of political manifesto of
particular classes in the course of class
struggle and they were all limited in the life
48

if, during die dawn of capitalism, they
in the language of universalism
which of course is the hall-mark of hourgeois 'juridical world outlook - universal in
proclamation, particular in application.
An-Na’im has explained that:
These standards cannot be accepted and
implemented globally unless they are seen
by peoples ofother parts of the world to also
be valid and legitimatefrom their different
perspectives. Otherwise, those people would
have neither the desire to comply nor the
political will to enforce international human rights standards through political, legal and other means.
Besides the above fact that the concepts of
justice and dignity are not unfamiliar to African
societies, agrowing participation of African states,
NGOs and individuals in international, regional
and national human rights conferences, meetings
even

were cast

and other activities

as

well

as

the adherence to

international instruments and the transformation
of those rules in domestic laws, affirm this.

Furthennorc, people increasingly emphasise
that the state should not

intervention in

some areas

only abstain from
of conduct, but also

intervene

actively in the redress of injustice and
inequality, especially of a social and economic
kind. Gutto confirms this by saying that:
Demands for hiunan rights and democracy
these days are fimdy rooted in the concrete
experiences of the broad popular masses.
Although the demands may not be formulated
in terms of human rights and may not be conceived
of as exclusively legal issues, they definitely fall
within the spirit and concept of human rights as
they are all based on the concepts of justice and
dignity. The liberation wars, claims to selfdetermination, calls forequality and equity, claims
to land and other property, calls for the right to
organise, the demands for better working
conditions and calls for women to take part in
public life, all related to the struggleofthe African
people, are clear examples of the current
applicability of human rights to African societies.
While traditionally human rights were people’s
rights, individualism which is in itself destructive
of the community, has been slowly creeping into
African societies. Particularly since independence,
societies have undergone fundamental
transformations in the direction of individualism.
Some people see human rights as those rights,

mainly (individual) civil and political and some
economic and social rights, defined in (inter)
national legal instruments, which can be enforced
on the (inter) national plane and which can
compel

compliance in all circumstances. This legal
positivist stand-point describes the nonenforceable rights as moral and not truly legal.
Others .see human rights in a much broader
sense, including not only civil and political, but
also economic, social, cultural, people’s,
women’s,children’s, minorities’rights and duties
as well as peace, tolerance, mutual
understanding,
development and popular participation, the latter
view can bejustified in the context of the historical
and current economic, political, social and cultural
environment of Southern Africa.
There is, of course, a danger that people regard
everything they want as a right. Wishes are taken
for reality. For instance, does the right to property
mean that every citizen is entitled to a
piece of land
of at least 1 (X) hectares? On the contrary, rights are
entitlements for all with a corresponding duty on
the international community, government, society

fellow citizen, taking into account the concept
of opportunity, the ruleof law, non-discrimination,
or

the rights of others, the common interest, the
economic, political and social environment as well
as

available

resources

such

as

wealth and natural

resources.

While the

application argument together with
philosophical one leads to the assumption that
human rights are universal and not foreign to
the

Southern Africa, we cannot conclude that human

rights in a broad sense should be applied in similar
ways with emphasis on the same types of rights all
round the world. Although this prioritisation of
rights need to be handled with care as it could
easily lead to the denial and violation of certain
rights, a categorisation is possible in relation to
regional, local, religious, cultural, social or other
aspects in order to accommodate the values of
society as long as the common minimum
standards of human rights are adhered to. This
could mean that certain rights such as the right
to education, the right to culture and women’s
rights should receive particular attention. Thus,
human rights need not only to be placed in, but
also to take account of the broader context of
Southern Africa.®
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